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THE MYERS PARK COUNTRY CLUB
LONG - RANGE BUSINESS PLAN REPORT

The Long Range Business Plan for The MYERS PARK COUNTRY CLUB intends to 
identify both general and specific tasks necessary to develop a step by step 
process for the Club moving forward for the long term that can be implemented 
by future memberships.  The report will help to establish design standards that 
bring continuity to the golf course, clubhouse, and other areas of the Myers 
Park Country Club property.  It will best articulate the identity of the club and 
its assets as well.  In addition to developing a long range plan for the Club, this 
document will provide historical documentation of the golf course dating to 1945.

It is understood that Myers Park Country Club is a family club and an integral 
element of its surrounding Myers Park neighborhood. Although location is a strong 
identifying element of MPCC, it is the golf course which separates Myers Park Country 
Club from other private country club facilities in Charlotte.  The membership 
does not view its golf course as the most difficult golf course in Charlotte nor 
is being identified as a “Top 100” golf club a driving force in decision-making.

Rather, the membership wants their golf course to be the golf course of 
choice in Charlotte for all players regarding challenge and enjoyment 
more so than difficulty or rankings. Strategy shall take precedence over 
aesthetics yet the club does recognize that aesthetics may be considered 
more important than playability to approximately half the membership.  

MPCC strongly identifies itself as a Donald Ross golf course.  Membership 
feels that the club’s identity should be a modernized Donald Ross golf course. 
The solutions outlined within this Long Range Business Plan Report for Myers 
Park Country Club reflect the above sentiments.  To ensure that this design 
aesthetic is not compromised, the basis for many solutions outlined in the Long 
Range Business Plan take into consideration Donald Ross’s May 1945 plan and 
Ross’s hole and green construction plans (also from May 1945) as well as aerial 
photography from 1948, 1965, 1993, 2005, and 2013.   Multiple golf course 
tours with membership and staff serve as the basis for practical solutions to 
current challenges within the context of the club’s historical framework.

The Club has no plans for complete renovation or overhaul of the facility 
at this time.  More specifically, membership would like to close the gap on 
the “final 5%” to make the Club a continued success in the future.  That 
said, the Long Range Business Plan does identify specific golf course 
features that have reached the end of their life-cycle and provides a 
sensible phasing plan to re-build those features. In addition, suggestions 
relating to technological advancements in both golf playing equipment and 
modern conditioning practices are included in the Long Range Business Plan. 
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GENERAL DESIGN AND MAINTENANCE ISSUES

Through a systematic analysis of  the golf  course accomplished by walk-throughs with members 
and staff, Richard Mandell Golf  Architecture has identified general design and maintenance issues 
which require consideration when assessing the long range future of  Myers Park Country Club:

• There are many out of  play “native” areas of  cool-season Fescue grasses that are difficult 
to establish and maintain due to the climate and the fact that they are indeed not native to 
Charlotte. 

• Fairways average 32 yards wide in landing areas and are narrower elsewhere on many holes. 
U. .S Open fairway widths average anywhere from 25 - 32 yards.

• Club wants to consider adjusting mowing patterns and adding chipping areas around greens, 
etc. Members are open to fairway lines based on contours and strategy instead of  straight, boxy 
fairway lines.

• There are too many areas of  randomly placed landscaping that are small and out of  scale.
• Existing concrete cart paths are seven feet wide for one-way traffic with no pull-outs around 

tees and greens.
• Vehicles run into bridges on a regular basis, damaging them in the process.
• Although bridges are similar, they all have different profiles and need to be more consistent.  At 

least one needs to be 12’ wide so maintenance vehicles can cross Briar Creek.
• Maintaining mulch areas underneath trees is difficult.  Pine straw washes incessantly.
• The maintenance facility needs upgrading.  There are no proper chemical clean-up facilities.
• The irrigation system is six years old and is in good shape.  Current irrigation heads have been 

replaced on the market by longer-lasting improved products which require less manual labor.
• Diamond Zoysia is currently on tee tops.  The club replaced Diamond Zoysia surrounds with 

Bermuda in 2012-2013. 
• Fairways and rough areas are Bermuda 419.
• Putting surfaces are a Bentgrass blend of  A1/A4.  Collars are Tifgrand Bermuda.

Age of Golf Course Features:

All golf  course features on a golf  course eventually break down due to the effects of  nature 
and maintenance practices. The length of  their life cycles are directly related to the quality of  
the materials used in construction, proper installation, and the original construction specifications 
directing that installation.  Myers Park Country Club underwent a significant renovation in 2007 
- 2008.  Following is a list of  golf  course features and their age (with recommended life span as 
determined in a joint-venture study by the USGA Green Section, Golf  Course Builders Association 
of  America, and the American Society of  Golf  Course Architects in parentheses:

• Tee Boxes:     6 years (15 - 20 years)
• Practice Range Tee Box: 6 years (5 - 10 years)
• Irrigation Control System: 6 years (10 - 15 years)
• Irrigation PVC Pipe:  6 years (10 - 30 years)
• Irrigation Pump System: 6 years (15 - 20 years)
• Concrete Cart Paths:  6 years (15 - 30 years)
• Sand Bunker Sand:   6 years (5 -7 years)

Bridges Need Consistent Profiles
and Wider Entrances

Severe Slopes Around Bunkers
Difficult to Maintain

Fairways Mowing Patterns Too Narrow

Native Areas Difficult to Establish

Mulch Area Maintenance is Difficult Turf Health Issues under Trees
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• Sand Bunker Drainage:  6 years (5 - 10 years)
• Sand Bunker Liner:  6 years (5 - 7 years)
• Putting Green Surfaces: 6 years (15 - 30 years)

 
The life cycle of  golf  course features is unrelated to design issues that may require re-construction or the 
availability of  better products to replace those products currently in the ground, both of  which are subjective 
conditions.

General Tee Complex Issues:
• Club prefers square or rectangular tees.
• Many tee tops need laser-leveling. Tee edges are beginning to collapse.
• Small irrigation heads around tees get run over by maintenance equipment.
• There are five sets of  tee boxes which provide the following spacing between each set:

• Black (7,120 yards) to Gold (6,605 yards): 515 yards.
• Gold (6,605 yards) to Blue (6,256 yards): 349 yards.
• Blue (6,256 yards) to White (5,778 yards): 478 yards.
• White (5,778 yards) to Red (5,263 yards): 515 yards.

• The mixed tees provide even closer spacing between possible tee box combinations.
• The golf  course lacks a forward tee in the 4,500 - 4,800 yard range which excludes a percentage of  golfers.
• Generally, the tee box configuration does not provide for Tee Shot Distance Equity from hole to hole.
• Junior tees are primarily areas cut out in fairways, many of  which are not flat.

General Sand Bunker Issues:
• Because sand bunker bottoms are flat, many golf  balls settle at the edges of  the bunkers and don’t move 

to the middle, creating difficult stances.
• Grass bunker faces kick balls to the sand edges on the opposite side of  the bunker.  Bunkers are not wide 

enough in these instances and create difficult lies.
• There is too much sand along the edges of  the bunkers and not enough sand in the bunker bottoms.
• Sand depth, firmness, and texture is too varied from bunker to bunker.
• Many sand bunkers are built up too high, particularly on the sides opposite of  play.  It is difficult for older 

golfers to physically get in and out of  the bunkers. 

General Greens Complex Issues:
• Side slopes of  many greens are too steep to maintain properly, particularly while spraying fertilizer and 

pesticides.  As a result, the presence of  weeds is higher on green side slopes than elsewhere.
• The Bent grass greens do not provide firm, consistent greens on a weekly basis from June through 

September.  The Bent roots are shallower so the putting surfaces feel and play softer with wetter content 
on the surface through the utilization of  hand-watering.  The crew is in a “defensive mode” during 
summers to make sure the green grasses are alive during these months instead of  using the same labor 
force to provide a consistently firm putting surface. 

GENERAL DONALD ROSS ISSUES

• Greens complexes are not accurate to original Donald Ross Master Plan nor his detailed hole or green 
plans.

• Many putting surfaces are inaccurately square-shaped.
• Sand bunkers are not accurately located, sized, or shaped according to original Donald Ross Master Plan 

nor his detailed hole or green plans.
• Sand bunkers are still somewhat grass-faced and flat-bottomed, creating visibility problems and playability 

issues as well.  This runs counter to his philosophy as described in his words:  “They can only be constructed on 
the faces of slopes or knolls.  I like them very much as they usually have a natural appearance and are nearly always open to view.  
To keep them in condition, sand must be used plentifully.  The whole scooped-out surface should be completely covered with it.”

• All forward fairway sand bunkers placed are not accurate to Ross’s plans, do not contribute to the challenge 
of  the golf  course, and slow play down.

• Fairway widths have been shrunk to an average of  32 yards, eliminating the use of  angles and options off  
the tee to set up the next shot on golf  holes.  This runs counter to Ross’s philosophy of  providing width to 
his fairways to create alternate routes:  “In building my courses, my aim is to lay out an alternate route on practically 
every hole.”  Ross stressed width to his fairways from the very beginning, “On short holes, the land should be 
cleared about thirty yards wide.  If  there is dense growth on the sides, make it considerably wider, and overcome that most 
annoying aspect of  short holes, the continual loss of  balls.  On long holes, the clearing should be from sixty to ninety yards 
wide.”

• The original Ross plan only included one fairway bunker (to the left of  the landing area of  the third hole).

Existing Bunker Evolution Plan
100 0 100 200 400 600

SCALE 1" = 200' - 0"RICHARD MANDELL
GOLF ARCHITECTURE

M

DONALD ROSS, 1945

ELLIS MAPLES, 1961

REES JONES, 1978, 1983

BOBBY WEED, 2000

KRIS SPENCE, 2008

BUNKER EVOLUTION PLAN
JANUARY, 2014
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General Tree Issues:
• While Myers Park Country Club may not be as overgrown as most clubs of  its age, tree cover has 

increased from 39.5 acres in 1948 (25% of  the site) to 47.8 acres (31%). 
• The average golf  hole corridor width (from treeline to treeline) is 54 yards wide.  
• Although corridor widths are wider than at most clubs, there are a number of  trees which may require 

removal to improve playability for the lesser-skilled golfers.
• Generally, shade is not an issue for growing grass.
• There are many very old trees on the property which may be nearing the end of  their growth cycle.
• Many tree roots are exposed in the rough.

1948 - 39.5 Acres 2013 - 47.8 Acres

1965 - 34.8 Acres

Tree Canopy Evolution (total site:  156 acres)



6 Ross master Plan - May, 1945
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF 
MYERS PARK COUNTRY CLUB

According to club tradition, the original Myers Park Country Club golf  course consisted of  nine holes laid out in 
1921 by a founding member of  the club named Paul Haddock with the assistance of  Earle Draper, a landscape 
architect who was working on the design of  the Myers Park suburb with the landscape architect John Nolen.  
Haddock staked out the tee and green sites and soon thereafter, nine sand greens were open for play.  The golf  holes 
were located north of  Briar Creek with Roswell Avenue as its western boundary.  The course played to the north 
and south of  what is now Queens Road East up to the corner of  Selwyn and Queens Road West.  Despite rumors, 
there is no documentation provided that links A. W. Tillinghast to the design of  the golf  course.

In mid 1924, Earle Draper was engaged to design and supervise the second nine holes located south of  the original 
nine holes.  He was also asked to modify some of  the original holes.  According to Mr. Draper, he was advised by 
Donald Ross and his assistant, J. B. McGovern, on this work.  Ross visited the site just once and Draper followed 
his “ideas and details’.  This nine holes were all located south of  Briar Creek and had grass greens from the very 
beginning.  At the same time, the original nine was converted to grass by 1928 and Myers Park Country Club had 
eighteen holes open for play. The new Draper nine became the front nine holes. By 1937, the course played to a par 
of  72 at a length of  6,368 yards.

In the Fall of  1936, Ross returned to Myers Park to advise on possible land purchases for expansion of  the golf  
course. By May of  1945, Ross developed a Master Plan for the golf  course utilizing recently purchased land along 
with the only portion of  land the Club owned at the time, which was mostly south of  Briar Creek (the original nine 
holes, north of  the current ninth hole, were on leased land). The new land provided area for current holes 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8, 10, 11, 12 and 13.  Ross adapted the original 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th (new fourteenth), and 7th holes (new seventeen) 
into his new layout with thirteen new holes.  The course was designed to play 6,858 yards long.  Construction lasted 
through 1946 and 1947.  The course officially opened for play on July 3, 1948, a few months after Ross passed 
away.  The original nine holes laid out by Paul Haddock became the third nine.  The land lease for this nine was not 
renewed by 1953, leaving the club with just a single 18-hole Donald Ross golf  course.

As early as August of  1959, Ellis Maples was contracted to do some preliminary work on the golf  course, some of  
which had previously been contemplated by George Cobb.  This work included a driving range (opened in 1960 in 
its current location) and changing the sixth hole to a par-five and seventh hole to a par-three (both were originally 
par-fours with no sand bunkers on the plan).  Maples also converted the tenth hole from a par-three to a par-four 
and the eleventh hole from a four to a three. He lowered fairways on holes 1, 2, 3, and 12.  Upon completion of  
Maples’ work, there would be no more routing changes to the Myers Park layout as all eighteen holes completed by 
Maples exist in the same locations in 2014. 

The major change to the golf  course features came in Maples’ re-design of  the greens into larger putting surfaces 
with more contouring compared to Ross’s smaller, flatter greens.  From comparative analysis of  aerial photographs 
from 1948 (Ross) and 1965 (Maples), the total greens square footage increased from 96,247 sf  to 127,805 sf.  The 
average Ross green was 5,347 sf.  Upon completion of  his work by the Fall of  1961, Maples’ average green size was 
7,100 sf.  Maples’ bunker work took on a similar look to the original Ross hazards, with simple kidneys and a few 
capes and bays.  However, Maples added a significant number of  fairway bunkers and the total number of  bunkers 
nearly doubled to 48 from Ross’s original 25 bunkers.  

In late 1977, Rees Jones was hired to renovate some tees and bunkers and adjust any greens to fit his bunker work.  
According to club history, Jones’ charge was to create a “bolder and more artistic appearance” and increase shot 

difficulty.  The work was completed by late Summer of  1978.  In the summer of  1982, Rees returned to Myers Park 
to re-build the greens with plans to convert the Bermuda 328 surfaces to Bent grass. He also increased the difficulty 
of  the putting surfaces by elevating many of  them and adding much more undulation.  The greens quickly became 
the trademark of  Myers Park Country Club despite its Donald Ross pedigree.

Jones’ greens were originally to be larger than Maples’ work but upon evaluating aerial photography from 1993, it is 
clear that the total square footage of  the greens was reduced to 108,475 sf.  Per his charge by the members, Jones’ 
bunker work was much more involved than Ellis’s simple bunkering.  The style was a clear cape and bay style far 
from what Ross originally built.  

In 2000, Bobby Weed was brought in to renovate the golf  course, precipitated by the need to replace the Penncross 
grass on the greens with A1 Bentgrass. Weed redesigned all the greens complexes as well as all the sand bunkers.  All 
the tees were re-built at higher elevations.  According to club history, his role was to specifically “restore a unified 
Donald Ross look”.  Weed lowered the majority of  the greens complexes back to the elevations they were prior 
to the Jones renovation from the previous decade.  The goal was “not to duplicate Ross’s greens but to relate the 
new ones to the original designs.”  The undulations became more subtle and false fronts were added in a variety of  
places. Many of  the new bunkers were small, flat-bottomed, and grass-faced.

Kris Spence again re-built the golf  course in 2007, transforming most of  Weed’s bunkering into hazards that more 
resembled a Ross look yet still with grass faces and flat bottoms.  In addition, the greens were rebuilt with a square 
fashion to most of  them.  Spence also moved the eighteenth green to its present location, converting the hole to a 
par-four.  Although the golf  course features more resembled Donald Ross’s work, Spence did not utilize the original 
Ross drawings in any of  his work.  The result is a renovated Myers Park Country Club “in the Ross style”.  

•	 MUCH OF THE INFORMATION FOR THE ABOVE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND WAS SUPPLEMENTED BY “A HISTORY OF THE

MYERS PARK GOLF COURSE” BY THOMAS J. ASHCRAFT (MARCH 2001).

GENERAL RENOVATION SOLUTIONS

• Establish a warm-season plant palette to be used for no-mow zones to replace existing native areas (IM).
• Remove all pinestraw mulch from golf  course and begin practice of  defined edging and raking of  exposed 

earth in these areas (IM).
• Widen all fairways to re-capture Ross scale and connect to landforms and hazards as well as re-introduce 

strategic options from different angles of  each hole.   Wider fairways will make golf  course more playable 
for higher-handicappers as well (IM). 

• Introduce short game areas around greens mowed at fairway heights (IM).
• Develop an overall landscape plan (and plant palette) for the golf  course that includes large-scale planted 

areas (IM).
• Develop a Tree Management Plan for the entire golf  course to address relative health and age of  trees 

as well as introduce additional trees for strategic and aesthetic purposes (not to increase difficulty of  the 
golf  course (IM)).

• Upgrade SitePro irrigation operating software with Lynx system (IM).
• Install chemical clean-up facilities at existing maintenance facility (IM).
• Re-build all bridges to be of  a consistent appearance (MT).
• Upgrade maintenance facility (MT). 
• Replace existing irrigation heads with Toro Infinity Heads (or equivalent) (MT).
• Replace tee box irrigation heads (575) from 810 series to T7 series as each tee box is rebuilt.
• Widen concrete cart paths to eight feet wide (LT).
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 HOLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 OUT 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 IN Total
 Black 345 451 437 380 186 553 171 608 354 3485 446 223 374 489 460 249 410 536 504 3691 7176
 Gold 335 420 410 335 170 515 160 560 335 3240 410 210 335 460 430 232 380 515 470 3442 6682
 Blue 323 384 379 323 159 483 154 521 323 3049 379 185 323 410 388 200 361 483 450 3179 6228
 White 288 349 345 288 151 428 147 457 288 2741 345 175 288 373 354 184 317 428 396 2860 5601
 Red 235 314 305 249 130 369 121 401 242 2366 305 152 241 336 289 170 271 369 336 2469 4835
 PAR 4 4 4 4 3 5 3 5 4 36 4 3 4 4 4 3 4 5 4 35 71

 Kids 160 213 210 160 88 275 85 305 160 1656 210 102 160 223 203 125 217 275 236 1751 3407
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HOLE BY HOLE
ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS

Each solution is classified as follows: 
IM (Immediate):  The most pressing needs which are major playability and maintenance issues.
MT (Mid-Term): Items which require attention the next few years that can greatly improve playability and maintenance.
LT (Long-Term): Future work to be undertaken as part of the Long Range Business Plan recommendations but doesn’t inhibit play or maintenance on a 

daily basis.

1” = 200’ - 0” unless otherwise noted
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The first hole is a prototypical Donald Ross straight par 
four playing from a high point to a valley up to a high point 
green.  Originally the ridge between the tee and the valley 
was Ross’s intended landing area but with equipment 
technology advances, the landing area is now the valley 
closest to the green.

One fairway bunker to the left and one fairway bunker to the 
right of  the fairway are too far out to challenge the longer tee 
shots, each requiring a carry of  more than 305 yards from 
the back tees.  Instead, they only penalize a poor second 
shot.  The green is straightforward as well with one sand 
bunker hugging the front right corner of  the putting surface 
and another just beyond it on the same side.  

Design Issues:
• The pin placement location sign needs to be more visible for carts 

and walkers.
• Shrubs screen the tee from the cart path, giving a false sense of  

screening that allows for too much noise. 
• Golfer has the same tee shot every time.  No strategy for the golfer.
• Front fairway bunkers don’t come into play off  the tee.
• Too much rough is also too deep and slows play.  
• Fairway lines look odd at the top of  the hill.  The fairway itself  is 

more narrow than the rough area between the cart path and fairway.
• Right green side bunkers minimize access/egress to green.
• No left pin placement on the putting green.

Maintenance Issues:
• Drainage problem from the front right of  the green to the cart path 

at the same spot where golfers leave their carts. 

Donald Ross Comparison:
• There are no fairway bunkers on the 1945 Ross plans.  Two exist 

now (one on each side of  the fairway).
• Ross has only one large tee located closer to SE corner of  new 

fitness center. The hole is ~40 yards shorter than Ross proposed.
• There is just one large bunker to the right of  the green on the Ross 

plan where as there are two there now.
• The original green is located down the hill closer to #8 green.  Both 

greens share the greenside bunker. 
• The series of  mounds to the left of  the green on the Ross Plan has 

been replicated but they are out of  scale and away from the green.  
The 1948 aerial shows a sand bunker to the left of  green instead.

• The proposed Ross green resembles an ellipse; it is narrow and 
long. The present green is more of  a square shape with a small 
radius rounding off  the corners. The back right corner extends a 
few yards.

View from Tees

Existing Green

1948 1965 1993 2005

Donald Ross Green Plan

Golf Course Feature Evolution Greens - Red
Bunkers - Blue

View From Landing Area

View of Green

NO. 1 PAR 4
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Solutions:

• Re-locate pin placement location sign to be more visible for carts and walkers (IM).
• Build new front tee box (MT).
• Bring front of  fairway downhill closer to tee to better accept short tee shots (IM).  
• Widen fairway to right side to reflect Ross’s design philosophy of  a welcoming 

opening hole and to bring rough/fairway widths back into proportion with each 
other (IM).

• Bring fairway bunkers closer to tees to challenge the longer tee shot more and take 
them out of  play for the higher-handicapped golfers’ shots.  Rotate right fairway 
bunker to better reflect Ross philosophy of  following contours of  the ground (MT).

• Widen fairway from fairway bunkers to green to reward longer tee shots as well as 
to allow for easier recovery shots for higher-handicappers (IM).

• Re-capture original Ross green shape but enlarge to existing square footage (LT).
• Re-capture original Ross front right greenside sand bunker but re-locate to challenge 

front right corner of  the green (LT).  
• Re-build mounds and add left greenside sand bunker to the left of  the green closer 

to the putting surface to better reflect original Ross mounding from 1945 plan and 
1948 aerial (LT).

• Eliminate back right sand bunker which was first added in the eighties. This will 
improve access/egress from green (IM).

• Remove tree at front right of  green and add catch basin in that area to improve 
drainage (IM).

The most significant improvement to the first hole is in re-building the fairway 
bunkers closer to the tees to challenge the longer player to carry them to gain an 
advantage.  The new location of  these hazards (approximately 285 yards from 
the back tees) will not affect the lesser-skilled off  the tee and be less conspicuous 
on their subsequent shots.  Although these bunkers are not original to the Ross 
design, they do increase the strategic interest to the hole while not impinging 
upon Ross’s tendency to create a player-friendly opening hole.

The proposed green complex will more resemble the original Ross design as it 
was in 1948.  A left pin placement will be part of  the new green design as well.  
The new bunker configuration and drainage improvements in front will ease the 
strain of  poor access/egress at the green that currently exists.

Existing ProposedDonald Ross Hole Plan
346-330-317-299-282 yards 375 yards 345-335-323-288-235 yards
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This hole is a very strong straight par four requiring little 
improvement from a  design standpoint.  The lay of  the 
land is the dominant feature of  the hole and adds to the 
challenge for all golfers, as does the distance.  The green 
complex is surrounded by rough and one sand bunker that 
protects stray shots on the right from going downhill toward 
eighteen tee.

Design Issues:

• Most lesser-skilled ladies cannot reach the green in even three 
shots (C & D players).

• Fairway is too narrow for such a side-hill hole as so many tee 
shots settle in the rough on the right.

• Swale behind mounding behind green attracts walkers and 
leaves exposed dirt.

• Rough around green leaves little option for recovery for the 
majority of  golfers.

• Slope behind hole leading to three tee is unkempt looking.

Maintenance Issues:

• Channelized drainage flow crosses fairway from high side 
toward the front of  seventeen tees. Pine straw crosses the 
fairway in rains.

Donald Ross Comparison:

• The original Ross tee is closer to the eighth green and farther 
east than in its current location.

• Ross green is further down the hill to the west than existing 
green.

• A sand bunker behind the green is shown on the Ross Plan; It 
is now a grass bunker/collection area.

• There is a proposed sand bunker to the right of  the green in 
the same location as the existing sand bunker.

• A group of  mounds left of  the green is shown on the Ross 
Plan but is not there today.

• The Ross green is more rounded than the current rectangular-
shaped putting surface.

View from Tees

Existing Green

1948 1965 1993 2005

Donald Ross Green Plan

View From Landing Area

View of Green

PAR 4NO. 2

Golf Course Feature Evolution Greens - Red
Bunkers - Blue
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Solutions:

• Build new front tee boxes to the right of  the existing tees so tee shots can be 
played into the hillside rather than along the hillside.  This will minimize shots from 
collecting at the bottom of  the fairway slope on the right (IM).

• Install curb and gutter drainage along cart path to minimize runoff  from crossing 
the fairway (IM).

• Widen fairway landing area on both sides (IM).
• Restore original Ross green shape but enlarge to existing square footage (LT).
• Restore original Ross right greenside sand bunker (IM).
• Restore original Ross sand bunker behind green which was removed in the 1961 

renovation and did not return in subsequent work.  This will help to direct access/
egress away from the slope behind the green and establish turf  there as well (IM).  

• Widen fairway to left of  putting surface to introduce ground game approach from 
that side (IM).

Little needs to be done to improve this golf  hole other than restoring the original 
Donald Ross green.  Considering the difficulty of  the hole for the majority of  
golfers, it will greatly benefit from more tee boxes and a wider fairway. 
 
In addition to widening the fairway in the landing area to accommodate the strong 
left to right slope as well as balance the length, widening the fairway to the left of  
the putting surface will provide some bail-out for golfers who have trouble reaching 
the green in regulation.  It will also provide chipping options which will be more 
interesting and playable.  The current rough line to the left demands a difficult 
wedge recovery to the green, which slopes away from the shot.

Existing ProposedDonald Ross Hole Plan
346-330-317-299-282 yards 442 yards 451-420-384-349-314 yards
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The third hole is the third straight hole in a row to start the 
round.  Similar to the second  hole, it is equally difficult in 
length off  the tee, yet plays downhill from the landing area to 
the green.

Strategically, the fairway bunkers only penalize a poor drive.  
The fairway is very narrow in the landing area and does not allow 
for a member’s bounce off  the hillside on the right, increasing 
the penalty the fairway bunkers provide.  There is no reward 
for carrying the bunkers off  the tee (as rough is immediately 
beyond the sand) although the preferred angle into the green 
(as well as the opening) is to be played from the left side.

The green approach is surrounded by sand bunkers as well as 
rough, which provides little strategy and too much penalty for 
the lesser-skilled.  

Design Issues:
• Difficult walk directly up the hill from second green.
• Area around steps to tee and around pump house as well as around 

all tee boxes is visually distracting.
• Blue tees and Gold tees are too far apart.
• Long tee box is visually distracting.
• There is poor definition of  the fairway from the tees.
• Fairway is very narrow and does not reflect the lay of  the land.
• Fairway bunkers are built up too high on the fairway side and only 

catch poor shots.

Maintenance Issues:
• Drainage blocked from crushed pipe at front right of  green.
• Area to the right of  fairway in front of  green is often wet.
• Cart path between three tee and eight tee is too narrow.

Donald Ross Comparison:
• The Ross tee is located further down the hill to the east, closer to the 

existing pump house.
• This hole has the only fairway bunker shown on the original Ross 

Master Plan. It was converted into three bunkers in the 2000 
renovation and is now a two bunker complex.

• The original Ross green is more of  a circle than an ellipse in shape. 
The current green is rectangular at the front and is closer to a rhombus 
at the back.

• The Ross plan shows two bunkers to the left of  the green; one is 
greenside, the other is more of  an approach bunker. Only the 
greenside bunker on the left currently exists.

• A series of  mounds is shown directly to the left behind the greenside 
bunker on the Ross plan. They currently exist in some form.

• Only one greenside bunker on the right is shown on the Ross plan. 
Two long, narrow bunkers now exist on the right side of  the green, 
extending into the fairway approach. The front bunker was first 
added in the 2008 renovation.

• The green was closer to the tee on the Ross plan. The hole was 
extended at some point after the road bisecting the site was removed.

View from Tees

Existing Green

1948 1965 1993 2005

Donald Ross Green Plan

View From Landing Area

View of Green

PAR 4NO. 3

Golf Course Feature Evolution Greens - Red
Bunkers - Blue
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Solutions:

• Create a handicap-accessible path from behind two green to the tee boxes (MT).
• Re-shape new tee complex (LT).
• Landscape area around steps to tee and screen around pump house (IM).
• Add path from irrigation pond on #8 to front tees (MT).
• Screen Red tees from #8 back tees and replace grass with a groundcover under the 

trees (IM).
• Utilize original Ross fairway bunker in place of  two existing fairway bunkers.  In the 

2008 renovations, the two bunkers there were converted from three bunkers added 
in the 2000 renovation (MT).

• Extend fairway down hill back toward the tees and widen the fairway up the hillside 
to the left of  first landing area to provide more definition of  fairway from tees (IM).

• Restore the original Ross green shape size (LT).
• Re-build greenside sand bunkers to reflect new green shape.  Bring front right sand 

bunker slightly closer to center of  fairway to challenge the golfer who does not take 
advantage of  playing down the left side off  the tee (LT).

• Widen fairway on both sides of  the green complex (IM).

With little effort, the third hole can be greatly enhanced strategically as Donald 
Ross originally intended by simply re-configuring the fairway lines so as to 
reward a carry over the only fairway bunker on Ross’s Master Plan.  By extending 
fairway to the left past the bunker, the optional angle of  approach from the left 
side can be restored and the golfer can be rewarded for such a shot.

Extending the fairway to the right from the landing area all the way to the green 
will create better definition off  the tee as well as make the hole more playable for 
the lesser-skilled.

Existing ProposedDonald Ross Hole Plan
439-420-392/363-336-313 yards 371 yards 437-410-379-345-305 yards
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This short dogleg right par-four forces the golfer to play to 
the left because the trees in the corner on the right block 
any approach shots.  The result is a one-dimensional hole 
lacking any advantage for cutting the dogleg.  In addition, 
the lesser-skilled golfer is blocked out from most second 
shots.

The green was moved to the right about twenty yards in the 
2008 renovation and is surrounded by sand bunkers, most of  
which were not as Ross’s plans intended.

Design Issues:

• Lacks a front tee box.
• Trees in corner of  dogleg block second shot for most lesser-

skilled golfers.
• Trees in corner of  dogleg do not reward cutting the corner 

for the better player.
• Not enough fairway on the left side to counter-balance need 

to play away from the right side.

Maintenance Issues:

• Bare area under trees to right of  landing area inhibits grass 
growth.

• Access/egress foot traffic issues from cart path to green on 
left side.  

Donald Ross Comparison:

• No fairway bunkers are shown on the Ross plan. 
• There is only one small grove of  trees on the inside of  the 

dogleg on the Ross plan.  Trees now dominate both the right 
and left side.

• The existing fairway is considerably narrower, especially as it 
approaches the green.

• The original green  was twenty yards closer to  the fifth tee 
and not as close to the creek. 

• The Ross plan shows only one front-right and one left 
greenside bunker that abut the putting surface. Currently there 
are two front-right greenside bunkers and one left bunker that 
are all slightly offset from the putting surface.

• The Ross green is another ellipse shape putting surface. The 
current green is rectangular in the front and transitions into a 
kidney bean at the back.

View from Tees

Existing Green

1948 1965 1993 2005

Donald Ross Green Plan

View From Landing Area

View of Green

PAR 4NO. 4

Golf Course Feature Evolution Greens - Red
Bunkers - Blue
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Solutions:

• Lengthen hole by adding new back tee and rebuild forward tees accordingly, including 
a new front tee (MT).

• Remove trees to right of  landing area and replace with trio of  sand bunkers (IM).
• Widen fairway around new bunkers to challenge the more daring golfers to cut the 

corner of  the dogleg and allow lesser-skilled golfers the opportunity to play second 
shots toward the green without being blocked by trees (IM).

• Widen fairway on left side (IM).
• Restore the original Ross green complex design in existing location (LT).

By replacing trees at the corner of  the dogleg with a trio of  sand bunkers, the 
fourth hole can become a true “cut the corner” strategic hole as golfers of  all 
talent levels can try to carry the sand to gain a distance advantage.  Extending 
the fairway beyond the bunkers and connecting it to the existing fairway bunker 
will provide just enough hope for the aggressive player.

For those who cannot reach the bunkers with their tee shot, an open second shot 
will allow for an acceptable recovery.  In addition, more sunlight and lack of  tree 
root competition will allow for grass to grow to the right of  the landing area.

Restoring the Ross complex eliminates the back left greenside bunker which will 
help to improve access/egress from the green to the fifth tee.

Existing ProposedDonald Ross Hole Plan
366-344-332-307-295 yards 333 yards 380-335-323-288-249 yards
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The first par three on the course demands a strong long-iron 
to an uphill green with a partially hidden putting surface.  
The creek to the right is not a factor in the hole design and 
is separated from the hole by a series of  hardwood trees.

Design Issues:

• There isn’t much view of  the putting surface from the tees.
• Rough surrounding back of  green inhibits any member’s 

bounce off  the hillside.

Maintenance Issues:

• Creek needs to be widened to capture drainage and could be 
restored as more of  an asset.

• Back right side of  green is bare due to shade cast from tree.
 

Donald Ross Comparison:

• The Ross tee is shown next to the creek (further back than 
the existing tee).

• The Ross green is about thirty-five yards closer to the tee than 
the existing green.

• One front-left and two right greenside bunkers surrounding 
the putting surface are shown on the Ross plan. Currently, 
only one right greenside bunker exists. 

Existing Green

1948 1965 1993 2005

Donald Ross Green Plan

View From Tees

View of Green

PAR 3NO. 5

Golf Course Feature Evolution Greens - Red
Bunkers - Blue
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Solutions:

• Move tees closer to creek but keep at same elevation to promote an uphill tee shot (LT).
• Remove all trees between the creek and the golf  hole to make creek more of  a feature 

of  the hole (MT).
• Widen creek for drainage purposes and create small pool at head of  the creek to 

help prevent flooding of  runoff  coming onto the property at this location (LT).
• Extend fairway up the slope behind putting surface to create some definition of  

existing green and promote a member’s bounce (IM).
• In the future, move green to the edge of  the creek at a lower elevation to improve 

visibility of  the putting surface from tees and utilize the creek as a hazard (LT).
• Utilize original Ross green complex design, but move left greenside bunker closer to 

the tee to create a wing bunker carry to challenge the golfer to play over it and use 
the hillside to kick the ball onto the green (LT).

“Should you be so fortunate as to have a creek running through your property, a very interesting 
treatment is that of  having it run across the line of  play on some hole and parallel with the line of  
another.” - Donald Ross

This hole would be greatly improved by moving the green toward the creek on 
the right along with the tees.  While accounting for any drainage issues, a natural 
hazard such as the creek should be an integral part of  any golf  hole.  

The par-three’s new location would also create interesting contrast to the other 
par-three on the front nine with water as a hazard to the right of  the green 
balanced by water to the left of  the green at number seven. The variety in this 
use of  water hazards on both holes is a memorable characteristic of  a Donald 
Ross design philosophy.

Existing ProposedDonald Ross Hole Plan
189-177-166-156-138 yards 170 yards 186-170-159-151-130 yards

1” = 100’ - 0”
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Originally a par-four in Donald Ross’s design, this hole was 
converted to a par-five in 1961 by Ellis Maples to the left of  
the existing green.  As trees have encroached on both sides, 
today it is a narrow hole with little strategic variety.  The 
severe undulations on the putting surface and surrounding 
the green is the only defense of  this runway-strategy hole.

Design Issues:

• Front tee is aligned slightly to the right.
• Longer hitters easily carry right side bunkers from the 496 yard 

tees.
• Tee shots that are hit to the left of  the right fairway bunkers 

often land in the left rough.
• Can’t see much sand from the tees. 
• No back right pin placement.
• Slopes behind green and to left of  left greenside bunker are very 

steep.

Maintenance Issues:

• Bare areas along right side, particularly to right of  fairway 
bunkers.

• Back right of  green is wet.

Donald Ross Comparison:

• Donald Ross originally designed this hole to be a par-four. 
The green was located between the first and second landing 
areas of  the current par-five.

• The Ross plan shows a back tee toward the edge of  the 
southeast corner of  the property by the creek which was 
never built.

• There are no fairway bunkers on the Ross plan. 
• Ross’s green (as a par 4) has no greenside bunkers but does 

have mounds at the front-left and front-right protecting the 
green. 

• The round shape of  the Ross green is similar to the existing 
green.

View from Tees

Existing Green

1948 1965 1993 2005

Donald Ross Green Plan

View From Second Landing Area

View of Green

PAR 5NO. 6

Golf Course Feature Evolution
Greens - Red
Bunkers - Blue
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Solutions:

• Re-route cart path down the right side of  the hole to avoid interfering with the 
seventh hole tees (MT).

• Re-build all new tee boxes to the right side (IM).
• Remove front right sand bunker in first landing area because it only catches poor 

shots (IM).
• Re-locate remaining bunkers in first landing area closer to green (MT).
• Widen fairway on left side of  first landing area to provide bail-out for golfers 

avoiding the fairway bunkers on the right (IM).
• Preserve trees to the right of  the sand bunkers in the first landing area to protect 

homes on the right.  This was the overwhelming request of  members (over allowing 
for more grass to grow there (IM)).

• Add fairway bunker on the left side of  the hole between landing areas to help 
protect the fourth hole tees.  Bunker shall resemble Ellis Maples bunker added in 
this general vicinity in 1961 (MT).

• Re-align fairway sand bunker to the left of  the second landing area and extend 
fairway to the left to make bunker more of  a central hazard (IM).  

• Remove trees to the left of  the hole between landing areas to create options for 
second shot in conjunction with the fairway bunker to the left of  the second landing 
area (IM).

• Extend fairway to the left of  the green all the way to the seventh tees (IM).
• Build original Ross green for this hole, which will help create back right and front 

left pin placements (LT).

There is great opportunity to create a strategic par-five by widening the fairway 
in the first landing area to the left and widening it again from the second landing 
area to the green.  By rotating the existing fairway sand bunker fifty yards in front 
of  the green toward the left and widening the fairway to that same side, the bunker 
becomes a central hazard.  

This hazard placement will require the golfer to choose from many options rather 
than just trying to stay between the trees as the only option today.  Extending the 
fairway allows the big hitter to gain a true advantage in carrying the bunker.

Existing ProposedDonald Ross Hole Plan
555-496-484-443-411 yards 401 yards (Par 4) 553-515-483-428-369 yards
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This par-three green complex is the most unpopular on 
the course.  The members feel it lacks any Donald Ross 
resemblance or character in general.  The design does not 
reward good play and the features are uninteresting.

Design Issues:

• Ladies would like more tee box options.
• No one likes the green.
• No undulating challenge to the green.  Golfers who bail out to 

the right have the same opportunities for low score as those 
who take a more daring route off  the tee.

Maintenance Issues:

• Green approach seems soft and may hold water. 

Donald Ross Comparison:

• Donald Ross originally designed this hole to be a par four. 
The green was located to the immediate left of  the existing 
green (with no water).  Two ponds were added by Ellis Maples 
in the sixties.  They became one large pond in 2008.

• The Ross hole had no fairway or greenside bunkers. Existing Green

1948 1965 1993 2005

Donald Ross Green Plan

View From Tees

View of Green

PAR 3NO. 7

Golf Course Feature Evolution Greens - Red
Bunkers - Blue
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Solutions:

• Add more tee boxes farther left to create alternate tee shots (MT).
• Adapt original Ross green shape to the retaining wall and remove 

existing bunkers (IM).  
• Build mounds at the corners of  the green to bleed into the putting 

surface to create challenging putting opportunities as well as an 
element of  randomness to tee shots not struck on the green (IM).

• Remove two trees at back right of  green (IM).

The plan to re-build this green complex is to incorporate no 
sand bunkers in the design to re-capture a trend utilized by 
Ross in his original design of  Myers Park Country Club and 
elsewhere.  The new green will relate better to the existing pond 
boundary and utilize mounds surrounding the green as well as 
undulations to create four quadrants  on the putting surface.  
This design will reward a well-struck tee shot and penalize a 
shot hit off-line.

In addition, alternate tee boxes will be created to the left of  the 
existing tees as well as to the right of  the sixth green to provide 
different angles into the green on different days.

Existing ProposedDonald Ross Hole Plan
173/175-164/166-141-

135/142-137 yards
363 yards (Par 4) 171-160-155-147-121 yards

1” = 100’ - 0”
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This narrow par-five hole plays straight downhill over Briar 
Creek.  The only fairway bunkers on the hole are on the left 
side yet mostly blocked out by trees.  They come into play 
from all tees except the back tees.  The challenge in this 
hole comes in its narrowness and undulating ground. There 
is no strategic thought in a lay-up second shot other than to 
stay out of  trouble for the lesser-skilled.

Design Issues:

• Golfers sometimes play down the second fairway from black tees.
• There is no challenge in the lay-up. 
• Last sixty yards leading to the creek on the tee side has poor soils.

Maintenance Issues:

• Access to the bridge is difficult for carts and equipment. The 
bridge is also too narrow.

• There is not enough space to store waste in the dump area to 
the right because there is no solid base.

• Dump area and it’s entrance need more screening.

Donald Ross Comparison:

• The original back tee on the Ross plan is in the same location 
as the existing back tee on the other side of  the irrigation 
pond (which was added later).

• There are no fairway bunkers on the Ross plan.  Ellis Maples 
first added a bunker in this location and a second bunker was 
first introduced in 2000.

• The Ross green is twenty-five yards closer to the property line 
than the existing green.

• The shape of  the existing green closely resembles the shape 
of  the Ross green. The Ross spine bisecting the middle of  the 
green is accurate as well. 

View from Blue Tee

Existing Green

1948 1965 1993 2005

Donald Ross Green Plan

View From Second Landing Area

View of Green

PAR 5NO. 8
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Solutions:

• Plant trees along left side to prevent golfers from playing down second fairway 
from the Black tees (IM).

• Build new front tee box (MT).
• Replace two fairway bunkers in corner of  dogleg with a single fairway bunker 

closer to the green (MT).
• Remove two trees to the left of  the first landing area so fairway bunker is more 

accessible from the tees, challenging golfers to cut the corner more (IM).
• Add screening around dump area (IM).
• Move entrance to dump area to opposite side to conceal it from oncoming 

golfers.  Add base of  crusher run in dump area as well as storage bins (IM).
• Add grass hollow at bottom of  fairway on tee side to help define bottom of  hill 

a bit more and give a target for lay-ups (IM).
• Extend fairway left of  green to include the tee boxes for the second hole (IM).
• Restore the Ross green at an appropriate time to match the other re-built greens 

in the future (LT).

Little needs to be changed to improve this golf  hole other than tree removal 
and pruning to limit shortcuts down the left side and bring the fairway bunkers 
into play.  The green complex is the most similar to Ross’s original vision of  
all the greens on the course in size, shape, and contouring.

Existing ProposedDonald Ross Hole Plan
616-501-486-468-418 yards 598 yards 608-560-521-457-401 yards
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This sharp dogleg-left hole is one of  the shorter par-four 
holes on the golf  course.  The sand bunkers in the corner 
of  the dogleg do not deter golfers from cutting the corner 
to gain an advantage.  The trees there do not deter many 
golfers from cutting the corner either. 

Design Issues:

• Path from eight green to nine tees is unsightly.
• Cart path cuts in front of  three back tee boxes.
• Neither trees nor sand bunkers block shots from cutting the 

corner off  the tee. 
• Golfers playing from front two tee boxes don’t have the 

option to cut the corner off  the tee.  They are forced to play 
down the middle without any strategic option.

• Front right greenside sand bunker is considered too deep for 
high handicappers. 

Maintenance Issues:

• Runoff  down right side of  the hole washes pine straw into 
fairway.

Donald Ross Comparison:

• The Ross tee is located closer to the existing first green, 
making the Ross dogleg more severe.

• The Ross plan shows no fairway bunkers. One bunker was 
added in 2000 and two were added in 2008.

• The Ross green was closer to the driving range than the existing 
green.

• The Ross green is shaped like a rhombus more so than the 
existing green, which is more rectangular in shape.

• Both the Ross plan and the existing green have one bunker 
short-right abutting the putting surface.  

View from Tees

Existing Green

1948 1965 1993 2005

Donald Ross Green Plan

View From Landing Area

View of Green

PAR 4NO. 9

Golf Course Feature Evolution Greens - Red
Bunkers - Blue
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Solutions:

• Add landscaping/wildflowers right of  the cart path from eight green to the tees (IM).
• Re-route the cart path behind all the tee boxes (MT).
• Add two front tees on left side to give golfers the challenge to cut the corner (MT).
• Replace existing fairway bunkers with three bunkers along the hillside closer to  

green.  Clear trees on left side to challenge golfers to cut the corner off  the tee (MT).
• Add trees farther down the left side to protect number one tees (IM).
• Restore original Ross green complex in existing green location (LT).

By eliminating trees and existing bunkers in the corner of  the dogleg and adding 
new bunkers closer to the green to catch longer tee shots, this hole can be an 
exciting challenge for golfers of  all talent levels.  The strategy of  cutting the 
corner to gain an advantage is a classic golden-age tradition that Donald Ross 
would surely recognize as being a positive characteristic of  the golf  hole.

Existing ProposedDonald Ross Hole Plan
363-348-332-297-272 yards 405 yards 354-335-323-288-242 yards
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The tenth hole is a straight par-four with fairway bunkers 
that only penalize poor shots.  The hillside to the right is in 
rough which does not provide the golfer with a member’s 
bounce.  The green is partially blind from certain points in 
the landing area.

Design Issues:

• Right fairway sand bunker and Pine trees create a narrow, 
penal landing area for the lesser-skilled.

• Left side fairway sand bunker is blind from the two front tees.
• Left fairway sand bunker does not come into play off  the tee 

and only penalizes poor second shots.
• Fairway is unnecessarily narrow on the right side for the last 

fifty yards into the green.

Maintenance Issues:

• Natural areas along the left side often erode.
• Creek bank at the 200 yard mark from the gree is collapsed.

Donald Ross Comparison:

• This hole is originally a short par three on the Ross plan and 
played that way until the 1961 renovations. The tee is in the 
same location as the current back tee and the green is at the 
base of  the hill.

• The Ross green is heavily protected with three greenside 
bunkers and multiple large mounds.

• The original Ross green has a sand bunker behind the green 
as does the existing green. 

• There are no fairway bunkers on the Ross plan. Fairway 
bunkers on the right side were added as part of  the 2000 
renovations; The fairway bunker to the left was added in 2005. 

View from Tees

Existing Green

1948 1965 1993 2005

Donald Ross Green Plan

View From Landing Area

View of Green

PAR 4NO. 10
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Solutions:

• Bring cart path behind the back tee (MT).
• Expand putting green and utilize corner of  green as a championship tee for specific 

golf  events (MT).
• Remove two trees to the right of  the creek elbow in front of  the tees (IM).
• Repair creek bank at 200 yard point (from green) (IM).
• Cut down pines and expand fairway to right of  the right fairway bunker in order to 

provide the option of  bouncing a tee shot off  the hillside to gain an advantage (IM). 
• Remove fairway sand bunker E33 which was added in 2005.  It only penalizes a 

lesser-skilled golfer’s second shot and is blind from the front tees (IM).
• Remove trees between fairway and cart path (IM).
• Utilize original Ross green complex for new green with modifications to fit the site (LT).

By simply cutting down the Pine trees to the right of  the fairway bunker on that 
side and expanding the fairway up the hill, this golf  hole can transform itself  from a 
narrow, penal design to a very strategic golf  hole with a central hazard.  

The bunker can challenge the big hitters to gain a yardage advantage by utilizing 
a member’s bounce off  the hillside.  Ross’s proposed greenside bunkering will 
promote a better angle into the green from the right side as well.  The lesser-skilled 
can comfortably utilize the right side off  the tee as well.

Existing ProposedDonald Ross Hole Plan
429-405-384-371-332 yards 152 yards (Par 3) 446-410-379-345-305 yards
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This uphill par-three is likely the most difficult green to 
approach because it requires a carry over Briar Creek with 
little bail-out for mis-hits.

Design Issues:

• Extreme uphill shot for golfers playing from front tees.
• Tree to the right of  the bridge blocks approaches from that 

side.  Shots often end up in sand on that side as a result.
• Difficult walk from the green to number twelve Black tee.

Maintenance Issues:

• Runoff  onto front tee from behind.
• Sand bunkers to the right create access/egress challenges.
• Cart path is not wide enough to allow maintenance crews to 

pass. 
• Swale behind putting surface is more of  a V-ditch.

Donald Ross Comparison:

• The Ross plan shows #11 as a par four that starts on the 
other side of  Briar Creek (where the shootout tee on #18 
exists).  It was a long par four that crossed the creek on both 
tee and approaches.

• The Ross green is in the same location as the existing eleventh 
green, although the green has been rotated to face the existing 
tees.

• The Ross green has no sand bunkers; The existing green has 
three greenside bunkers. Two bunkers left and right were 
added by Ellis Maples when he made the hole a par-three.  A 
third bunker, back-right, was added in 2000.

• The shape of  the Ross green is more of  a rounded square 
while the existing green is more of  a rectangle.  Both the Ross 
and existing greens have front and back tiers.

Existing Green

1948 1965 1993 2005

Donald Ross Green Plan

View From Tees

View of Green

PAR 3NO. 11
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Solutions:

• Add back tee (MT).
• Raise front tee (MT).
• Cut down tree to the right of  the green (IM).
• Eliminate back left sand bunker E38 to improve access/egress 

from green and re-shape swale behind (MT).  
• Bring right greenside bunker closer to the front in order to frame shot 

and keep short approaches from going back into the creek (MT).
• Eliminate back right sand bunker (MT).
• Install alternate path along fence line for maintenance traffic only (MT).
• Rebuild green complex utilizing original Ross green for inspiration (LT).

Number eleven needs to be softened a bit in terms of  relocating 
some sand bunkers and eliminating the front bunker and tree to 
the right.  This won’t take the bite out of  the hole for the better 
golfers, but will make it more playable for everyone else.

Existing ProposedDonald Ross Hole Plan
204-186-163-141-117 yards 428 yards (Par 4) 223-210-185-175-152 yards

1” = 100’ - 0”
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Number twelve is a forced golf  hole which fights the natural 
movement of  the land to the right as the hole doglegs left.  
This affects many tee shots that end up in the right rough 
if  they don’t get caught in the high rough on the left side in 
the first place.   Because the hole is blind from the tee, slow 
play is an issue when the rough catches balls on the left side.  
From the landing area to the green, the hole fits the lay of  
the land better.

Design Issues:

• Golf  hole is too short for many ladies.
• Right side of  the tee complex is an eyesore and could use 

some landscaping as a screen.
• The deep rough left of  the landing area slows play down 

because the tee shot is blind and balls land there. 
• Slope of  the ground forces many tee shots to the right.
• First tree on left comes into play from the Black tees.
• Three mounds to left of  green seem out of  place.
• There are few pin placements on the green.

Maintenance Issues:

• Drainage issues short right and right of  green.
• Back and right greenside slopes are too steep.

Donald Ross Comparison:

• The original Ross tee was further back than the existing back 
tee, making the hole slightly longer.

• There are no fairway bunkers or greenside bunkers on the Ross 
plan.

• The green shape on the Ross plan has been flipped to create 
its existing shape.  It was rectangular at the front with a 
protruding area extending to the back-right of  the green. 
Now, the protruding area extends to the back-left of  the 
green.

• A horizontal shelf  running across the middle of  the green 
is shown on the Ross plan. A variation of  that feature exists 
today.

• The Ross plan shows a long, horizontal mound extending 
from the front-left of  the green across the front of  the green, 
obscuring the putting surface from the approach. This mound 
doesn’t exist today.

• The green falls off  sharply towards the back-right of  the 
green on the Ross plan.

• There are no mounds to the left of  the green on the Ross 
plan.

View from Tees

Existing Green

1948 1965 1993 2005

Donald Ross Green Plan

View From Landing Area

View of Green

PAR 4NO. 12

Golf Course Feature Evolution Greens - Red
Bunkers - Blue
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Solutions:

• Re-build tee complex to improve tee shot distance equity for all talent levels (MT).
• Widen fairway to the left to improve pace of  play as many blind tee shots get lost in 

the rough on that side (IM).
• Widen fairway to the right to counter-balance right to left slope of  landing area (IM).
• Rebuild green complex with original Ross green but rotate as necessary to provide 

safety buffer behind (LT).
• Add internal drainage in front and to the right of  the green (IM). 
• Eliminate three mounds to left of  green (IM).

Similar to the eleventh hole, little needs to be done to improve the golf  hole 
beyond widening the fairway and restoring the Ross green.

Existing ProposedDonald Ross Hole Plan
378-362-351-325-266 yards 366 yards 374-335-323-288-241 yards
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The thirteenth hole is another  long, straight par-four with 
little strategy other than to avoid the fairway sand bunker 
on the right.  There is not much advantage in playing over 
or near the hazard other than hitting the slope of  this built-
up bunker to gain a distance advantage.  The bunker is 
out of  place construction-wise, which is why the distance 
advantage exists.  Beyond that, the angle of  approach is just 
as favorable from the left side because sand bunkers front left 
and front right neutralize any benefit one way or the other.   

Design Issues:

• Too much cart path surrounds tee complex.
• Fairway to the left appears too narrow.
• Right fairway sand bunker is built-up artificially and has a 

penal v-shape in the far face.
• Fencing along right side and behind green is in poor shape.
• Left greenside sand bunker is built up too much.

Maintenance Issues:

• Right side rough is overgrown with trees and ground is bare.
• Mounds to the left of  the hole before the fairway are high-

maintenance and out of  scale.

Donald Ross Comparison:

• The Ross hole is shorter because of  a proposed connector 
road planned in the Ross routing that ran behind the tee and 
fourteen green, then between the third and sixteenth greens.

• There are no Ross mounds to the left of  the hole before the 
fairway begins.

• No fairway bunkers are shown on the Ross plan. The existing 
fairway bunker on the right side was added as part of  the 2008 
renovation.

• The Ross green was originally located forty yards closer to the 
fourteenth tees.

• The Ross green shape closely resembles the existing green, 
but it includes a spine towards the rear of  the green which 
currently does not exist.

• The Ross plan shows a front-right greenside bunker abutting 
the putting surface and a front-left bunker fifteen yards short 
of  the green. 

View from Tees

Existing Green

1948 1965 1993 2005

Donald Ross Green Plan

View From Landing Area

View of Green

PAR 4NO. 13

Golf Course Feature Evolution Greens - Red
Bunkers - Blue
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Solutions:

• Build new back tee to lengthen hole (MT).
• Eliminate cart path to the left of  the middle tee box (MT).
• Eliminate mounds to the left of  the hole before the beginning of  the fairway (IM).
• Lower and re-shape right fairway bunker to eliminate v-shape on face.  Re-align 

bunker and grade beyond the bunker to promote a distance advantage for those 
who carry the bunker (IM).

• Widen fairway through the landing area more to the left (IM).
• Thin trees along right side of  fairway to improve turf  growing conditions (IM).
• Replace wood fence along right side with green fence. Add green fence behind 

green as well (IM).
• Rebuild Ross green complex with front left greenside bunker placed in front of  

green (LT).

By rotating the fairway sand bunker at more of  an angle and restoring the intended 
Ross design, the thirteenth hole will become a classic risk-reward strategy.  Carrying 
the bunker will open up a preferred angle into the green that avoids the Ross bunker 
in front of  the left-front quadrant of  the putting surface.  This is one of  the few 
situations where the restoration of  an original Ross design intent (front left greenside 
sand bunker) can be relevant for the majority of  golfers today despite technological 
advances of  golf  playing equipment.

Existing ProposedDonald Ross Hole Plan
475-447/421-405-391-366 yards 435 yards 489-460-410-373-336 yards
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The fourteenth hole is also a long, straight par-four playing 
slightly uphill in the opposite direction of  the thirteenth 
hole. Five sand bunkers frame the fairway on both sides, 
yet only two on the left are actually in the landing area.  The 
other three bunkers only penalize a mis-hit shot.

Design Issues:

• Front left sand bunker off  tee only penalizes a poor shot.
• Two sand bunkers on left of  landing area are too penal. Their 

construction leads to many awkward lies and difficult recovery.
• Two fairway sand bunkers on the right only penalize a poor 

shot as well. They are irrelevant to most ladies’ experience.
• Right side fairway bunker faces do not match mounds in 

thirteen fairway.  This is an example of  different attempts to 
match the “Ross” look.

• Right greenside bunker is built up too much.

Donald Ross Comparison:

• The Ross plan shows two fairway bunkers to the right of  the 
fairway about forty-five yards in front of  the green. These are 
the only fairway bunkers for the hole.  They are similar to the 
two bunkers that currently exist short right of  the green.

• The three sand bunkers added along the left side of  the 
fourteenth hole were added as part of  the 2008 renovation.

• The original Ross green site was farther north than the existing 
green, making the hole slightly longer.

• The green shapes are similar though the existing green is 
stretched slightly longer, making it more of  a rectangle.

• The sand bunker to the left side of  the green was originally 
proposed in Ross’s plans.

• The sand bunker to the right side of  the green was added as 
part of  the 1993 renovations. 

View from Tees

Existing Green

1948 1965 1993 2005

Donald Ross Green Plan

View From Landing Area

View of Green

PAR 4NO. 14

Golf Course Feature Evolution Greens - Red
Bunkers - Blue
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Solutions:

•	 Add a new front tee (MT).
•	 Eliminate front left fairway bunker E42 which was first added in the most recent 

renovations as it only penalizes a poor tee shot (IM).
•	 Eliminate fairway bunkers E43 and E44 to left of  landing area which were added 

in the most recent renovations as well (IM).
•	 Restore original Ross bunkers on right side of  fairway closer to the green to re-

capture original Ross intent of  creating ground game challenge for golfers who 
want to avoid the left greenside bunker. These bunkers play a similar role to the 
proposed sand bunker in front of  #13 green (LT).

•	 Restore original Ross green complex but move back and to right to provide more 
buffer between the green and #13 tee complex as well as add more yardage (LT).

•	 Provide direct access from green to halfway house with cart path (LT).

This hole shall be a mirror-image of  the thirteenth hole as it relates to strategy.   
Whereas the intended tee shot on thirteen is down the right side to open up 
the angle into the green for a downhill approach, the opposite will be true for 
this hole.  An uphill approach will be best attempted from the left side of  the 
fairway.  In both instances, original Ross bunkers set in front of  each green can 
be avoided by approaching the green from the opposite side.   

Existing ProposedDonald Ross Hole Plan
435-405-392-364-341 yards 443 yards 460-430-388-354-289 yards
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This is the longest par three at Myers Park Country Club 
and it plays uphill.  This is a very strong test of  golf  for all 
talent levels.  The hole lacks fairway in front and around the 
green for bail-out opportunities for the lesser-skilled.

Design Issues:

• Hard for ladies to line up their tee shots.
• The carry to the beginning of  the fairway is too far for many 

lesser-skilled golfers.
• Approach does not allow for run-up shots.
• Two left greenside sand bunkers are difficult for golfers to 

recover from.
• Rough surrounding green does not allow for short-game 

options nor bail-out opportunities.

Donald Ross Comparison:

• The tee and green locations are in roughly the same position 
today as what is shown on Ross’s plan although the Ross tee is 
slightly to the right and the Ross green is slightly left.

• The Ross plan shows three greenside bunkers and a large 
mound at the back of  the green. The existing green complex 
has the same general layout, though the green and bunker 
shapes are slightly modified.

Existing Green

1948 1965 1993 2005

Donald Ross Green Plan

View From Tees

View of Green

PAR 3NO. 15

Golf Course Feature Evolution Greens - Red
Bunkers - Blue
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Solutions:

• Expand back tee for more tee space and create tee shot distance 
equity (MT).

• Re-align front tee box with center point of  the green (IM).
• Bring fairway closer to tee complex and run along natural ridge to 

accentuate the topography (IM).
• Replace original Ross right greenside bunker with a grass hollow 

to provide more options around the green, allow for bail-out for 
higher-handicappers, and improve access/egress from cart path 
on right side (IM).

• Restore original Ross green complex (LT).
• Extend fairway behind the green to provide more bail-out for 

golfers and introduce short-game options there as well (IM).

Little needs to be done to improve this golf  hole other than 
restore the Ross green complex and provide for more fairway in 
front and around the green complex. 

The only exception is to replace the greenside bunker on the 
right with a grass hollow to improve access/egress, provide 
some bail-out for the lesser-skilled, and add another short-game 
option around the green.

Existing ProposedDonald Ross Hole Plan
236-216-193-180-148 yards 221 yards (Par 4) 249-232-200-184-170 yards

1” = 100’ - 0”
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The dogleg-right par-four sixteenth hole has a series of  sand 
bunkers to the left of  the landing area that, at first glance, 
appear to be hazards in the corner of  the dogleg inviting an 
aggressive tee shot to gain an advantage.  

In reality, there is no real advantage to playing over the 
bunkers.   In fact, they are easily carried by most golfers 
playing from the back tees as well as some golfers playing 
from the other tees.  There is no advantage to being on one 
side of  the fairway or the other for the approach to the green.

Design Issues:

• Existing ladies tee is down in a valley away from the other tees 
on the far side of  the fairway.

• Sand in fairway bunkers is blind from the ladies tee.
• Fairway bunkers on the left do not challenge the golfers.  

Shorter hitter plays to the right because there is no incentive 
to cut the corner.  Big hitter easily carries bunkers.  

• Mound to the right of  the right fairway sand bunker creates 
awkward lies.

• Sand line on far right fairway bunker looks out of  proportion 
to the golf  hole.

• Left greenside sand bunker is blind from the approach.
• Halfway house area needs a revised landscape plan.  Azaleas, 

dogwood, and large hardwoods are all struggling.

Maintenance Issues:

• Catch basins are needed around fairway bunkers.

Donald Ross Comparison:

• Donald Ross did not place any sand bunkers in the fairway.  
The first bunker to the left of  the landing area was added in 
1961.  That number was increased to three in 2000 and four 
in 2005.

• The fairway sand bunker to the right in front of  the green was 
also added in 2005.

• The Ross green is located farther away on the Ross plan, 
making the original hole a bit longer.

• The Ross plan shows a left greenside bunker and a large 
mound on the right edge of  the green which is similar to the 
existing green complex.

View from Tees

Existing Green

1948 1965 1993 2005

Donald Ross Green Plan

View From Landing Area

View of Green

PAR 4NO. 16

Golf Course Feature Evolution Greens - Red
Bunkers - Blue
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Solutions:

• Build two new front tee boxes to provide more golfers the challenge to cut the 
corner over the cross-bunkers (MT).

• Replace four sand bunkers to the left of  landing area with four cross - bunkers 
which will promote more of  a heroic strategy and provide golfers incentive to cut 
the corner (MT).

• Add catch basins as needed when building cross-bunkers (MT).
• Remove sand bunker E56, which was first added in the 2005 renovation (IM).
• Widen fairway down entire right side of  golf  hole to balance addition of  the cross-

bunkers (IM).
• Restore original Ross green complex (LT).
• Re-landscape around the halfway house (IM).

This par-four will demonstrate the great variety in creating adjacent, yet distinct 
par-fours based upon the subtleties of  the lay of  the land and will become the 
third of  demanding par-fours that will test the best golfers yet be very playable 
for everyone else.  

A series of  sand bunkers crossing the fairway along the slight rise will challenge 
golfers to cut off  as much of  the corner as they can chew of  this dogleg-left.  The 
result of  this bunker configuration will be a true advantage to playing down one 
side of  the fairway versus the other.

Existing ProposedDonald Ross Hole Plan
413-398-382-362-287 yards 391 yards 410-380-361-317-271 yards
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This long par-five is very similar to its front-nine counterpart, 
number eight.  But the approach over Briar Creek has more 
room for a lay-up in front.  The bunkers in front of  the green 
promote an aggressive second shot.

Design Issues:

• Fairway is blind off  the tee.
• Cart path between Red and White tees dominates view off  

the tee.
• Approach does not allow for a long second shot to bounce 

onto the green.
• Green is not very challenging beyond the spine in the front.
• Balls roll to the edge of  the back left sand bunker too often.  

The bunker is also very deep and penal.
• Cart path to right of  green does not allow for any bail-out shots.

Donald Ross Comparison:

• The existing tee is roughly in the same spot as shown on the 
Ross plan. 

• There are no fairway bunkers on the Ross plan.
• The fairway extends all the way to both sides of  the creek on 

the Ross plan.
• The original Ross green is a rounded square. The existing 

green has been extended to a rectangle with the back-left 
corner pinched in.

• The Ross plan shows a front-left and a back greenside bunker 
with a series of  three mounds right of  the green. Currently 
five sand bunkers surround the green, though none at the 
rear. Two were first added in 1961 and others were added in 
subsequent renovations.

• The existing green has been moved about twenty-five yards 
past the original Ross green location.

View from Blue Tee

Existing Green

1948 1965 1993 2005

Donald Ross Green Plan

View From Second Landing Area

View of Green

PAR 5NO. 17
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Solutions:

• Remove holly at base of  back tee box (IM). 
• Roll front of  fairway down more toward tees (IM).
• Widen fairway on the right side for the first one-hundred yards of  

the golf  hole.
• Bring cart path down entire left side of  fairway and behind green.  

This eliminates the need to cross the fairway in front of  the tees 
and opens up the area between the green and the creek (LT).

• Build new front tee to improve Tee Shot Distance Equity (IM).
• Cut down hill between tees and fairway to improve visibility (LT).
• Restore Ross green complex in existing location (LT).  
• Convert sand bunkers E60 and E62 to grass hollows (MT). 
• Re-build sand bunkers E58 and E59 in existing location to 

promote heroic approach on long second shots (MT).

Other than cutting the hill down in front of  the tees to improve 
visibility and re-routing the cart path down the entire left side 
of  the hole, little needs to be changed to the strategy of  the golf  
hole.

That said, replacing a few sand bunkers surrounding the green 
with grass hollows will provide more short-game options and 
less penalty for the lesser-skilled.

Existing ProposedDonald Ross Hole Plan
545-521-506-461-426 yards 512 yards 536-515-483-428-369 yards
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Number 18 is a very difficult par-four which requires golfers 
to hit a tee shot away from the intended direction of  the hole 
in order to keep the ball in the fairway because the severe 
right to left slope of  the ground kicks many balls into the 
left rough.  

The second shot is quite difficult as well, requiring a precise 
shot to an uphill target surrounded by sand on all side.  
Little fairway on the green side of  Brier Creek makes the 
hole almost penal for the lesser-skilled.

Design Issues:

• Tee shots most be aimed to the right of  the walking path 
because most tee shots kick hard to the left rough.  The entire 
landing area is pitched severely to the left. 

• The fairway on the green side of  Brier Creek is not large enough 
to accommodate many golfer’s second and third shots.

• The green has no bail-out as bunkers and rough surround the 
putting surface.

• The back left greenside sand bunker creates access/egress 
challenges.

• Back green side sand bunker looks ugly. 

Donald Ross Comparison:

• The Ross tee is located on the left side of  the creek behind 
#17 green. 

• The Ross plan does not show any fairway bunkers.
• The Ross green is where the existing practice putting green 

is located
• The fairway on the Ross plan extends all the way to the creek 

on both sides.
• The Ross green has a very large mound on the right edge of  

the green and front and back tiers on the putting surface.
• The Ross plan has no greenside bunkers.

View from Tees

Existing Green

1948 1965 1993 2005

Donald Ross Green Plan

View From Landing Area

View of Green

PAR 4NO. 18

Golf Course Feature Evolution Greens - Red
Bunkers - Blue
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Solutions:

• Build new front tee along the right side on top of  the hill (IM).
• Re-shape fairway on tee side of  creek to be more receptive to tee shots hit straight 

down the middle.  This will be accomplished by cutting out the cross-slope before 
the landing area turning point and cutting the back side of  the slope to be less severe 
(IM).  

• Widen the fairway to the left and incorporate the high point where the “shootout” 
tee is into the fairway (IM).  

• Add two fairway bunkers on the left to challenge the golfer who tries to aim at the 
high point off  the tee. For others, the bunkers will catch stray shots (IM).

• Bring cart path down the right side of  the golf  hole from tee to green and tie into 
path near practice green (IM).

• Build original Ross green in existing location (LT).  
• Take out sand bunkers E63, E65, and E66 to improve access/egress from green and 

promote aggressive approach from high point of  fairway on left side (MT).
• Add new sand bunkers to the right of  the green to catch poor shots (IM).

Re-grading the landing area to be more receptive to the majority of  tee shots 
will greatly improve the playability of  this golf  hole for the majority of  players.  
Adding a pair of  fairway bunkers in the corner of  the left side and expanding 
the fairway down the hill and to the left will create a strategic challenge for those 
who realize that cutting the corner and following the lay of  the land there will 
reap a great reward.

Bunker re-configuration around the green and more fairway on that side of  Brier 
Creek will create additional recovery options for the lesser-skilled.

Existing ProposedDonald Ross Hole Plan
504-460-416-387-373 yards 452 yards 504-470-450-396-336 yards
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DRIVING RANGE

View from Driving Range

Solutions:

• Enlarge practice green to take advantage of  available space from old staging area 
and by moving cart path to the right side of  eighteen green (MT).

• Re-align and enlarge driving range practice tee.  Raise tee box with material from 
driving range fairway (IM).

• Build new practice green between new pro shop and practice tee (IM). 

Design Issues:

• There is an unnecessary tier in the Practice Green that cuts 
down on usable space.

• Club would like to have space for an event lawn.
• Players cannot hit driver to back of  range because of  Queens 

Road, which is why the tee is aimed to nine fairway.
• Practice tee configuration does not allow for a convenient 

chipping/putting green.

Maintenance Issues:

• All golfers enter the Practice Green at the exact same spot, 
which shows wear as a result.

• Not enough tee space for the amount of  use.
• Difficult to align tee markers because tee box is not square to 

the driving range fairway.

Donald Ross Comparison:

• Ross’s 1945 Master Plan did not include space for a Driving Range.  
• When the eighteenth green was moved in 2007, the old 

location became the existing Practice Green.

Existing Proposed
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PRACTICE AREAS

1” = 100’ - 0”

1” = 50’ - 0”

Existing

Existing Proposed

Proposed
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DONALD ROSS DESIGN STYLE

The original architect of the golf course as it lays today at Myers Park Country Club is Donald Ross.  Recent 
renovations have been aimed at preserving the club’s Donald Ross design heritage after straying away from it 
in the 1990s.  An identity as a Ross golf  course is important to the membership. Truly one of the giants of our 
profession, Donald Ross is revered the world over not as much for his great routings and strategic merit as he is 
for his perceived greens complex designs and trademark grass-faced bunkering.  

Donald Ross was one of the most innovative, diverse, and challenge-taking designers of his or any other era.  
Unfortunately, the shock value of Donald Ross has slowly been erased from everyone’s memory and replaced 
by low maintenance and simple designs.  The restoration movement in America over the past fifteen years has 
further eroded the true legacy of Donald Ross and replaced it with the stereotypical plateau green and grass-faced 
sand bunker.

There is no doubt that the grass-faced bunker was one of Ross’s 
looks, especially toward the end of his career, but it was not his only 
tool of the trade.  In reality, the variety and randomness of Ross’s 
bunker styles are almost unmatched.  It must be remembered that 
Ross, like all architects, went through a great learning experience 
throughout his career.  Yet he had no mentors to serve under 
nor did he have thousands of golf courses as reference as we 
have today.  What he did have were the remembrances of his 
early golfing days in Scotland.  It was there where Ross played 
golf through sandy dunes and other links features and it was 
this Scottish seaside links strategy that Ross strove to re-create 
in America.  Links golf is nature at its most random and that 
is the mantle that Ross followed in his work:  Randomness 
of size, shape, sand angle, sand depth, bunker faces, etc.

Ross’s own bunker construction details, which show a variety of 
styles, clearly represent that Donald Ross is not just known for grass 
faces and flat sand bottoms.  The danger many architects get into 
is the tendency to create a consistent bunker look from the first 
hole to the last, which is just not what Ross was about in his heyday.  

Far from flat and hidden sand, Ross was a stickler for visibility.  
One bunker type he implemented was the “scooped-out pit”.  
He defined it as follows:  “To provide this type of bunker, you must 
have undulating ground, as they can only be constructed on the faces of 
slopes or knolls.  I like them very much as they usually have a natural 
appearance and are nearly always open to view, a desirable thing in 
all bunkers.  To keep them in condition, sand must be used plentifully.  
The whole scooped-out surface should be completely covered with it.”

In describing his “sunken pits with raised faces”, he advises 
against a straight, flat appearance:  “If  the raised part is carefully 

designed and built, it can be made to appear quite natural.  If  you use a line and square in the building of  this variety of  bunker, the result 
is sure to have an artificialness akin to the hideous.”    Ross also never intended for a lush covering of  grass on his bunker 
faces.  Therefore the slopes of  his bunker faces are much steeper than mowable slopes of  modern golf  courses. 
This makes it inadvisable to replicate his bunker faces so exact and still expect grass to be grown on those faces.  

Regarding putting surfaces, the plateau green was not Ross’s sole design style.  He was known to also seek out natural 
ridges, saddles, and other topographic features to anchor his green sites and then work his golf holes back to those 
locations in a high-point to high-point fashion.  He did create plateau greens, but not for the singular purpose of 
providing a target that appeared larger than it was with sides sloping severely off in all directions.  In fact, many of 
his plateau greens were large squares with three levels and sometimes even quadrants switching from high ledges to 
low spots in a variety of ways.  Donald Ross often built putting surfaces in the 5% - 8% range with putting speeds 
in the 7 range on the stimpmeter.  Today, those slopes are un-puttable when the golfer demands speeds of 10 - 13.

Regarding Ross’s green surrounds, in his day, closely-cropped surrounds were not possible with 
the grasses and mowing equipment available at the time.  Ross’s primary intention for introducing 
rolls around the greens was to promote the art of chipping and thoughtful decision-making into 
the game.  He never intended for each green complex to be shaved so tightly as they are today.  

Peter Tufts (Richard’s son and Donald’s godson) explained Ross’s grassing patterns at that time:  “He 
stopped the fairway mowing at the edge of the green.  If you missed a green it might roll a little ways 
down from the green surface but the different heights in the fairway cut and the green cut would stop 
it so it wouldn’t roll twenty or thirty feet.  Chipping was really tough.  And that’s what Donald Ross had 
in mind in building the greens.  He wanted to bring chipping into the green in a strong manner.” 

Ross’s tee designs were not based upon multiple playing abilities.  Instead, he utilized only one or two tee boxes 
per hole just to provide different playing angles and to spread out wear and tear.  On a daily basis, it was expected 
that all golfers would play from the same tee.

Perhaps the design characteristic gone from most Ross courses today is his utilization of width in fairways to 
determine the best angle of approach to a target based upon pin locations.  For instance, if the flag was on the left 
one day, it was prudent to place a tee shot down the right side of the fairway.  The opposite was true if the flag 
was on the other side of the green.  His fairways were much wider than most Ross courses today, often averaging 
as wide as fifty yards or more.  By providing wide target areas, Ross also gave the golfer ample room to utilize the 
fairway rolls and undulations he either preserved or directed his crews to replicate.

PROPOSED COURSE SETUP

The members of  Myers Park Country Club do not desire their golf  course to be one of  extreme difficulty.  It 
is not a place to host tour events.  The golf  course holds up exceedingly well under tournament conditions 
but is still family-friendly and can be played on a daily basis. In order of  importance, club members favor 
strategy over aesthetics and aesthetics slightly more important than playability.  Yet there may be a fifty-fifty 
split among members on the latter two items.

Richard Mandell Golf  Architecture recommends that the course setup continue to follow the ideals of  fun 
and playability.  The primary area which changes should be made is in the widths of  each fairway. In keeping 
with those ideals as well as restoring more of  the Donald Ross design, the club should adopt widening the 
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fairway lines to re-capture optional playing angles from both sides of  the fairways.  With expanded fairways, 
the club can continue to mow the roughs at its current height range of  .450 - .475 mm.  Fairway lines can be 
adjusted to strengthen difficulty during important tournaments as needed.

RMGA also proposes to create a variety of  short game areas surrounding putting surfaces mown at the same 
height as the fairways instead of  completely surrounding the green with rough-height grasses. We also do not 
recommend shaving these areas down to a tighter lie because mis-hit shots will run too far away from the 
greens, which was not what Donald Ross intended in his work. 

RMGA sees no reason to change the current mowing height standards at Myers Park with the exception of  
making the fairway and surrounds/approaches one consistent height in the range of  .450 - .475 mm high.

Regarding walking paths from tees to the fairway, RMGA advises the club to dis-continue mowing paths 
leading to and from cart paths to avoid damage to mowing equipment.  The club can continue mowing paths 
where cart paths do not cross.

NO - MOW ZONE AREAS

The existing no - mow zone areas at Myers Park Country Club have never thrived due to the simple fact that 
they are composed of  cool season fescue grasses which are not engineered for the warm season climate of  
Charlotte, North Carolina. Although many clubs have utilized this strategy, it is simply putting a square peg 
into a round hole. Following are five warm-season grasses that can be utilized for no-mow areas at Myers Park.  
They vary regarding height and shade tolerance to match a variety of  possible locations on the golf  course.

Common Name: Little Bluestem
Common Name: Schizachyrium scoparium
Height: 2-4 feet
Spread: 1.5-2 feet
Sun Exposure: Full sun to part shade
Water: Dry to medium
Tolerates: Deer, drought, erosion, dry soil, shallow and 
rocky soil, air pollution
Managament: Plant as early in the spring as possible.  No 
nitrogen fertilizer should be applied during the establishment 
year.  Should be mowed annully in midsummer, no lower 
than 8 inches.  Perform high mowing above the blue stem 
seedlings for weed control.  Do not mow-back before a 
full year of  establishment.  Proper managment strategies 
include application of  recommeneded rates of  herbicides 
and fertiziliers, and spring burning every 1-3 years.

Common Name: Big Bluestem
Common Name: Andropogon gerardii
Height: 4-6 feet
Spread: 2-3 feet
Sun Exposure: Full sun to part shade
Water: Dry to medium
Tolerates: Deer, drought, erosion, dry soil, black walnut, 
air pollution
Managament: Plant in late spring to early summer.  Keep 
soil evenely moist during germination and do not use 
fertilizer. Active growth occurs during the summer.  Hay 
should be mowed early to mid summer to maintain high 
nurtion quality, no lower than 8 inches.  Springtime burning 
will allow rhizomes to regenerate and increase the growth 
rate of  that plant.

Common Name: Switchgrass
Common Name: Panicum virgatum
Height: 3-6 feet
Spread: 2-3 feet
Sun Exposure: Full sun to part shade
Water: Medium to wet
Tolerates: Drought, erosion, dry soil, wet soil, black walnut, 
air pollution
Managament: Plant in late spring to early summer.  No 
nitrogen should be applied during the establishment year.
Mowing is necessary during the establishment year  only 
when weeds exceed the heigh of  the switch grass by 
6 inches.  Mowing is only needed once or twice a year 
thereafter.  High mowing and proper herbicides can be used 
for weed control.

Common Name: Buffalo Grass
Common Name: Buchloe dactyloides
Height: 4-12 inches
Spread: 6-12 inches
Sun Exposure: Full sun
Water: Dry to medium
Tolerates: Drought, erosion, dry soil
Managament: Plant in late spring to early summer.  Water 
1-2 inches per week during the summer and mow regularly 
to prevent undesirable weeds (never shorther than 3”).  
Once established, mow at least once a year.  Weed control is 
crucial during establishment so the grass doesn’t get taken 
over by other plants.  Overwatering or watering too early or 
late in the season encourages weed growth.
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TEE RENOVATION PRIORITIES

After undergoing the Tee Shot Distance Equity Analysis (TSDEA) for Myers Park Country Club, it is apparent 
that the existing Red tee box distance for the course (5,263 yards) unfairly provides a more difficult standard 
for golfers playing from that tee box.  Upon completion of  the TSDEA, creating tee shot distance equity 
among all the tee boxes will now provide a Red tee box overall distance of  4,835 yards, which equalizes the 
experience for golfers playing from those tees with golfers from the other tee boxes.  

The Black tee box has been extended as far as the property limits will allow (at 7,176 yards).  The new Gold 
tees will play from 6,682 yards.  The Blue tees will play a distance of  6,228 yards, and the White tee boxes 
will play 5,601 yards.  In essence, the process has yielded more equity for golfers playing from the Red and 
White tees.  New kids tees have been added to be more consistent with the overall Tee Shot Distance Equity 
Exercise. 

The proposed shape of  all tee boxes is consistent with the current square or rectangular shapes because of  
the club’s preference for these shapes and to best allow for a phased construction process.  Following is a 
prioritized listing of  tee complexes (and where applicable, individual tee boxes) for renovation consideration.  
Each tee complex is prioritized in three ways:  Immediate (IM), Mid-Term (MT), and Long-Term (LT).  Since 
the TSDEA shows the most need for a front tee complex, many front tees get higher priority than other tee 
boxes.  These boxes are also most easily added with minimal disturbance elsewhere.  Kids tee boxes can be 
added at any time in conjunction with other tee boxes for each hole based on the following prioritization.  
Further explanation of  prioritization follows:

IM:  Renovating these tees will have an immediate impact in one of  three considerations below or better 
utilize the clubs funds by being part of  a related project:

Safety -    These tees need to be moved because they are too close to other course features.
Maintenance -  These features are located in such an environment that grass can not grow 

properly or simple mowing can not be performed without lots of  effort.  These 
tee complexes also may be too small.

Playability -   These tees can be moved to greatly improve sight lines to fairways or can greatly 
improve playability for golfers who can not otherwise play the hole fairly due to 
distance issues.

MT: These tee complexes will benefit from improvement based on both maintenance and playability or 
may be better completed as part of  other projects that best utilize the club’s funds.

LT: These tees can be completed with a long-term outlook.  They do not have the impact in terms of  
maintenance and playability, but need renovation eventually.  Certain tees may have a more urgent 
impact in terms of  maintenance, playability, and even safety, but renovation of  these features is 
dependent upon larger and more long-range renovation tasks.  Some of  these tees may be moved up 
in the priority list based upon other priority choices.

Tees for Immediate (IM) consideration:

1.  #10 -  Already completed in Spring of  2013 as part of  the pool renovation project.

2. DR -  The driving range tee should be considered for renovation first because it is the most widely 
used tee at Myers Park Country Club. By enlarging the tee box and re-aligning it, turf  quality will 
improve and maintenance can best be utilized elsewhere.  The new tee will also accommodate a 
new putting green.  Both the tee and green can be completed in conjunction with the new pro 
shop/fitness building.

3.   #1F - A relatively simple and isolated project, building a new forward tee for the first hole can also be 
completed at the same time the pro shop/fitness center building is completed.  The club can 
finish any work around the clubhouse simultaneously to eliminate ongoing work disrupting the 
clubhouse area for the time being.

4. #4 -  This tee complex requires the most disturbance yet also provides the most improvement to a 
single golf  hole by increasing distance as well as providing a much-needed front tee box.

5.  #6 -  New tee boxes for this hole need to be added in order to provide more tee shot distance equity for 
all golfer abilities.  They also should be moved in conjunction with moving the cart path down the 
right side of  the golf  hole which affects new tees on holes four and seven.

6. #7 -  This hole gains a variety of  angles into the green with new tee boxes.  In conjunction with possibly 
rebuilding the green complex as a priority and tying into the new cart path, it is logical to undertake 
the tee complex renovations as part of  these other elements.

7. #2 -  Two new tee boxes on the right side of  this golf  hole will improve tee shot distance equity and 
allow golfers playing from these tees to play into the slope of  the fairway instead of  along the 
slope.  The result will be more balls remaining in the fairway and not in the rough to the right. 

8. #18F -  One of  the longer par fours on the golf  course needs a new forward tee to improve TSDE.  This 
project can be completed in conjunction with re-shaping the fairway. 

9. #17F -  This hole could benefit greatly from a new forward tee as well.  The project could be undertaken 
along with lowering the ridge between the tees and fairway.

Common Name: Costal Bermudagrass
Common Name: Cynodon dactylon
Height: 4-12 inches
Spread: 6-12 inches
Sun Exposure: Full sun to part shade
Water: Dry to medium
Tolerates: Drought, looks native when un-mowed
Managament: Plant in the warm summer months for seeds 
to germinate quickly.  Bermudagrass cannot compete with 
rapidly growing annual grasses or weeds.  Therefore steady 
mowing or herbicide application (Diuron) can be used to 
prevent weeds.  Burning in winter to early spring helps with 
weed managament and promotes growth.
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10. #16F -  By moving the forward tee to the left, the golfer has the opportunity to experience the strategy of  
cutting the corner and also does not have to cross the fairway to get to the tee anymore.

11. #14F -  This hole could also benefit greatly from a new forward tee as well.  This project could be 
undertaken along with the removal of  fairway bunkers on this hole.

12. #12F -  A new forward tee can improve TSDE as well as improve visibility.

Tees for Mid-Term (MT) consideration:

13. #11 -  A new back tee will increase the golf  hole from here by 19 yards.  Raising the forward tee will 
greatly improve playability.  The remaining tee boxes require little improvement.

14. #15 -  Similar to #11, this hole will increase the golf  course distance by 13 yards with a new back tee.  In 
addition, new tee boxes will also increase square footage, resulting in spreading out wear.

15. #9 -  New tee boxes for the ninth hole will increase square footage, provide different strategic options 
for the forward tee boxes, and also improve appearance by bringing the cart path behind the back 
tee boxes. 

16. #13 -  A new back tee will increase the golf  hole distance by 8 yards.  Tee Shot Distance Equity will be 
improved for other tees.  Unnecessary cart path removal here can improve aesthetics as well.

17. #12 -  TSDE will improve for the tee boxes on this hole and there are possible visibility improvements 
which may improve pace of  play.

18. #3 -  TSDE equity will improve with new tee boxes for hole number three.  

19. #16 -  New Blue and White tee locations will improve TSDE.  

20. #1 -  Other than enlarging the Black tee, very little needs to be done to the remaining tee boxes here.  
The Club may choose to improve the Black tee in conjunction with the new front tee box.

Tees for Long - Term (LT) consideration:

21. #17 -  This project can be done in conjunction with lowering the ridge between the tees and fairway if  desired.

22. #14 -  Only the White tee box requires slight re-location.  The remaining tee boxes remain in place.

23. #8 -  Only the White tee box requires slight re-location here also.  The remaining tee boxes stay in place.

24. #18 -  Little change is necessary for these tee boxes to maintain Tee Shot Distance Equity.

25. #5 -  These tees should be built in conjunction with the rest of  the golf  hole when that task is chosen.

SAND BUNKER RENOVATION PRIORITIES

The sand bunkers at Myers Park Country Club require the most improvement of  the Club’s golf  course 
features.  The liner material has begun failing and the bunker sand has been contaminated as a result.  Many 
bunker edges were artificially built up in the renovation of  2007 - 2008, giving an awkward appearance as well 
as making it difficult for older golfers to enter and exit the hazards.  

Many bunkers repel golf  shots along the fairway sides (edges closest to the centerline) which run counter to 
the purpose of  a sand bunker in collecting wayward shots.  The purpose of  the bunker does not exist, yet 
the maintenance does. This is not consistent with Donald Ross’s philosophy toward sand bunkers as hazards.  
Nor does the flat bottom and grass-faced appearance entirely reflect the Ross approach.  In addition, the flat 
bottoms create awkward stances and difficult lies.  It is Richard Mandell Golf  Architecture’s recommendation 
that all of  the sand bunkers be rebuilt in the following manner:

• Replace all bunker drainage, liner, and sand as the existing materials have been compromised.
• Restore all Ross bunker shapes and sizes in proportion to the Ross greens not to exceed existing sand 

bunker square footages. 
• Flash the minimal amount of  sand to be visible from the shot played to each target.  
• Make bunker bottoms concave in the Ross style.
• Lower fairway sides to allow golf  balls to roll into the hazards and allow golfers easy physical access and 

egress into the bunkers as Ross intended. 
• Remove many non-original Ross bunkers which only penalize poor shots.

Prioritizing sand bunkers will fall into the following categories:

IM:  Existing bunkers which are the most high maintenance planned for removal or renovation and new 
bunkers which provide the most impact regarding both playability and aesthetics.

MT: These bunkers, either new or existing, are not as high maintenance or provide as much impact as the 
above bunkers, but still will improve the daily maintenance activities and create strategic challenge.

LT: The long-term bunkers are all remaining bunkers that shall simply be renovated in place and are the 
least difficult to maintain.  Some long-term bunkers are also ones which have no effect on any other 
proposed renovation projects.

Following is a prioritization of  all sand bunker work.  This list is to help guide Myers Park Country Club in 
determining which bunkers to renovate first if  an overall bunker renovation project is NOT undertaken.  This 
prioritization list may vary if  the club chooses to undertake renovation based on other priority listings included 
here (tees, specific projects, greens).  Many bunker renovation priorities were made with the consideration of  
completing all bunkers on one entire hole to minimize construction movement across the golf  course.  

NOTE:  Only existing bunkers slated for removal are included in the below prioritization.  Existing bunkers 
which are directly incorporated into new bunkers or green renovation projects are not listed.
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Sand bunkers for immediate (IM) consideration 
(to remove (“E” bunkers) and build/renovate (“P” bunkers))

P62 (DR bunker), E63, E65, P55 - P59 (#18), E42 - E44 (#14), E13, P11 - P17 (#4), E56, P46 - P50 (#16), 
E28 - E29, P29 - P32 (#9), E33, P33 - P35 (#10),  E4, P1 - P4 (#1), P38 - P40 (#13), E49, P44 - P45 (#15), 
E38, P36 - P37 (#11), E6, P7 - P10 (#3).

Sand bunkers for mid-term (MT) consideration 

Mounds on 12 green/13 fairway, E26, P28 and new grass hollow (#8), E60, E62, P51 - P54 (#17), P5 - P6 
(#2), E18, P21 - P27 (#6).

Sand bunkers for long-term (LT) consideration

P41 - P43 (#14), P18 - P20 (#5), E25 (#7).

PUTTING GREEN RENOVATION PRIORITIES

It is Richard Mandell Golf  Architecture’s recommendation that all greens at Myers Park Country Club should 
eventually be rebuilt for two primary reasons:  

1. First and foremost, in the area of  turf  grasses, new strains of  ultradwarf  Bermuda grasses for putting 
surfaces have been developed that provide more consistently rolling putting surfaces.  These strains are 
more heat resistant and do not require as much water as Bent grasses.  The club should eventually re-grass 
the greens with an ultradwarf  Bermuda in the near future as these grasses can provide optimal putting 
surface conditions during the more active playing season of  June through September.  

Bent grass greens cannot offer firm, consistent greens on a weekly basis from June through September that 
the new Bermudas can offer.  With Bermuda putting green surfaces, the maintenance crew can provide the 
best possible conditions in an “offensive” manner.  Currently, the staff  is in more of  a “defensive” mode, 
keeping the Bent grass putting surfaces alive during the active playing season.  As a result of  defensive 
mode, the roots are shallower so they feel and play softer with a wetter content on the surface through 
the utilization of  hand-watering more often.  Bermuda greens, with the proper amount of  irrigation, will 
result in consistently firmer conditions.  

In order to implement the new grasses, it will be necessary to soften many of  the putting surface slopes 
to accommodate the lower grass heights. It is RMGA’s recommendation that maximum speeds are not 
promoted at Myers Park Country Club in favor of  more manageable speeds and more interesting putting 
contours.  Any green speeds over 11 on the stimpmeter are not recommended.

2. Secondly, although the putting greens were built in the “Donald Ross Style”, they by no means match what 
Donald Ross’s greens construction plans from 1945 depict. Although his designed greens may have not 
been implemented exactly to his design specifications, since the Club has access to those drawings, all the 
greens complexes are in the same locations, and as long as the Club promotes its Donald Ross heritage, 
there is no reason not to rebuild the greens per what Ross originally planned.  In the process, adjustments 
will be made to adapt the contours to faster green speeds.

RMGA recommends that all the putting greens be restored to the original Donald Ross shapes yet enlarged 
to roughly maintain existing square footage of  existing putting surfaces.  This will help to compensate 
for faster green speeds. Where necessary due to slightly varied locations, the greens shall be rotated to re-
capture original Ross angles.  

It is understood that Myers Park Country Club undertook a major greens renovation in 2007 - 2008 and may 
not be ready to undertake such an effort right away.  Therefore, RMGA recommends the following greens be 
rebuilt for the following reasons:

Proposed greens for immediate (IM) consideration:

1. #7 -  Through the numerous interviews and walk-throughs with membership and staff, it is clear that 
the seventh green is not favorable in the eyes of  the majority.  It is universally understood to lack 
the character of  the other putting greens and does not properly reward a good shot.  RMGA 
recommends re-building this green as soon as possible.  

2. PG-  The new putting/chipping green between the proposed new practice tee and the pro shop/fitness 
center should be built in conjunction with the new practice tee.

Proposed greens for mid-term (MT) consideration:

3. #5 -  By moving this green closer to the creek on the right, it can utilize a great natural hazard to 
distinguish itself  from the other greens at Myers Park.  Although Donald Ross did not utilize this 
creek in his original design, in the Ross spirit of  utilizing natural features as much as possible, the 
hole can be greatly improved.

4. #14 -  One of  the only opportunities to lengthen the golf  course is by pushing the fourteenth green 
back.  There is enough room for this new green location that safety, health, and welfare of  the 
golfer is not compromised in any way.  The proposed green location is closer to Donald Ross’s 
original green location for the fourteenth hole until the connector road idea was abandoned.

5. MG -  Enlarging the main putting green between the clubhouse and the eighteenth green should be 
undertaken when the next phase of  clubhouse renovations is undertaken.

6. SG -  Once the old cart barn is removed, RMGA recommends building the proposed short game 
practice area in its place.

Proposed greens for long-term (LT) consideration:

The remaining greens (1-4, 6-13, 15-18) should all be re-built at a time when the Club is ready to 
convert its putting surfaces to Bermuda grass or when there is clear indication of  failure of  the 
putting greens, whichever is sooner.
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Existing Conditions 
Hole Tees (SF) Greens 

(SF)
Fairways 

(AC)
Bunkers 

(SF)
Bunkers 

(EA)
1 6,007 6,601 0.81 4,019 4
2 4,747 6,089 1.80 1,497 1
3 7,155 6,950 1.32 6,207 5
4 3,504 4,613 1.12 3,906 5
5 4,984 6,879 0.25 1,729 2
6 5,081 4,683 1.90 6,500 7
7 7,543 6,763 0.34 626 1
8 6,100 6,431 2.33 3,731 2
9 3,889 6,144 1.34 3,793 4
10 9,872 6,148 1.20 3,381 4
11 5,883 6,582 0.04 1,730 3
12 4,370 4,927 1.30 0 0
13 6,735 5,744 1.83 3,375 3
14 5,041 6,219 1.56 6,241 7
15 4,426 6,775 0.36 3,216 3
16 4,944 6,730 1.33 4,971 6
17 4,484 6,465 2.18 5,236 5
18 7,284 6,985 1.82 3,989 5

Driving Range 39,172 9,142 0.00 0 1
Short Game Area 0 0 0.00 867 1

New Short Game Area 0 0 0.00 0 0
Large Putting Green 0 8,106 0.00 0 0

Totals 141,221 128,976 22.83 65,014 69

Proposed Features 
Hole Tees (SF) Greens 

(SF)
Fairways 

(AC)
Bunkers 

(SF)
Bunkers 

(EA)
Earthwork 

(CY)
4" 

Pipe(LF)
12" 

Pipe(LF)
24" 

Pipe(LF) Catchbasins Bermuda Areas 
(AC) Sod (SF) New Cartpath - 

8' (LF)
New Cartpath - 

12' (LF)
Clearing 
(Tree)

Cartpath to 
Remove(LF)

Limits of  
Disturbance(AC)

1 7,768 6,577 1.31 5,420 4 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 61,841 0 275 1.0 290 2.29
2 8,147 6,067 2.40 2,322 2 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 52,269 0 0 4.0 0 1.93
3 8,118 6,921 2.26 5,021 4 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 62,632 0 0 0.0 0 2.35
4 5,864 4,605 1.81 4,748 7 2,000 0 0 0 0 0.00 48,097 0 0 7.0 0 2.62
5 6,236 6,867 0.23 1,850 3 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 44,691 0 0 8.0 0 1.77
6 7,228 4,659 3.20 6,666 7 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 59,895 1,822 0 2.0 1,776 4.62
7 13,893 5,237 0.17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 66,046 0 0 2.0 0 1.96
8 7,120 6,422 3.13 2,098 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 48,143 0 0 3.0 0 2.55
9 5,116 6,126 1.56 2,976 4 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 42,388 288 0 2.0 308 2.35
10 11,162 6,092 1.69 2,344 3 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 64,450 225 181 2.0 341 1.90
11 9,854 6,804 0.14 2,183 2 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 60,119 0 0 1.0 0 1.46
12 7,114 5,118 2.22 0 0 1,500 0 0 0 0 0.00 38,692 0 0 2.0 0 2.29
13 7,304 5,733 2.37 3,841 3 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 53,165 329 0 1.0 297 2.22
14 6,347 6,206 2.68 2,370 3 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 45,503 375 0 4.0 574 2.96
15 9,417 6,759 0.96 1,914 2 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 57,407 0 0 0.0 0 1.92
16 5,996 6,983 2.05 3,739 5 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 50,102 0 0 2.0 0 2.46
17 7,440 6,447 3.32 4,430 4 2,500 0 0 0 0 0.00 57,052 1,316 0 0.0 1,505 3.59
18 8,450 6,972 2.43 2,070 3 8,000 0 0 0 0 0.00 54,472 1,332 0 9.0 1,146 5.76

Driving Range 43,332 9,142 0.00 565 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 193,448 0 0 0.0 0 2.87
Short Game Area 0 4,964 0.00 867 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 12,746 0 0 0.0 0 0.53

New Short Game Area 0 5,541 0.63 1,358 2 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 15,496 0 193 10.0 206 1.14
Large Putting Green 0 16,467 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 32,934 0 0 1.0 0 0.69

Totals 185,906 146,709 34.56 56,782 61 14,000 0 0 0 0 45.63 1,221,584 5,687 649 61.0 6,443 52.23

Overall Task Checklist
Fairway Bulk Select Fairway Green Drainage Total

Hole Tees Grading Clearing Clearing Bunkers/ Bunkers Work Cartpath Green Additional 
Items

Mounds
1 ■ ■ ■ ■
2 ■ ■ ■ ■
3 ■ ■ ■
4 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
5 ■ ■ ■
6 ■ ■ ■ ■
7 ■ ■ ■ ■
8 ■ ■ ■
9 ■ ■ ■
10 ■ ■ ■ ■
11 ■ ■ ■
12 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
13 ■ ■ ■
14 ■ ■ ■ ■
15 ■ ■
16 ■ ■ ■ ■
17 ■ ■ ■ ■
18 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ½

Range ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

Proposed No-
Mow Zones (AC) 
1 1.04
2 2.17
3 3.02
4 0.00
5 0.76
6 0.97
7 0.00
8 1.13
9 0.00
10 3.42
11 0.00
12 0.00
13 0.00
14 1.71
15 0.00
16 0.61
17 0.00
18 0.46
Total 15.29
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LONG - RANGE BUSINESS PLAN PHASING OPTIONS

There are many ways to implement a Long - Range Business Plan, yet all options fall into one of  two general 
applications: The Horizontal Application and the Vertical Application.  All clubs adopt one of  these options 
in renovation, yet many times a blend of  each application is utilized, especially with a long-term game plan.

Horizontal Application (Single tasks applied to entire course):

The horizontal approach to phasing tasks implements each project element (greens, tees, bunkers, drainage, 
etc.) throughout all eighteen holes.  The advantage of  the horizontal approach is that construction costs can 
be spread out and all the golf  holes can remain open for play (with some disturbance) depending upon the 
chosen task. Specific problems can be solved without affecting other areas.  This method is only effective 
when a specific element is at issue (i.e. all the bunkers need renovation). 

The disadvantage of  the horizontal approach is that there is more disruption spread throughout the golf  
course at one time and when the next phase of  renovation occurs (i.e. tee renovation) the same areas are 
disturbed again, spreading out the amount of  time it takes to complete renovation.  Other disadvantages with 
this method are that previously completed areas run the risk of  being disturbed by new construction activities 
and that a golf  hole never looks finished (i.e. bunkers are new, yet the green or tees are still outdated).

Undergoing a horizontal approach never creates the best final product because of  the difficulty of  tying in new 
construction with existing conditions.  Also, limiting the disturbance always impedes the ability to produce a 
final product which absolutely solves all of  the issues.  This mostly applies to safety and maintenance in the 
sense that a larger area to work with will allow for proper grade changes and re-location of  all affected areas 
as well as address a drainage issue from its genesis to its final outlet.  Only in specific cases where one element 
(just bunkers, for example) is at issue and there is absolutely no plan for further renovation should a horizontal 
approach be considered. 

Vertical Application (Multiple tasks to specific areas of course):

The vertical approach to phasing a renovation project is to implement all tasks at once in a specific area of  the 
golf  course.  This approach will effectively close down the area for a period of  time in which no golf  would 
be available.  

The advantage of  this approach is that an area is completely shut down and the limits of  disturbance are 
not spread throughout a golf  course in a random way.  Golfers are not subject to continually encounter 
construction throughout their round.  The chosen limits of  disturbance are affected only once and not subject 
to construction activities on a recurring basis.  The project is completely finished and appears as a cohesive 
product.  The vertical approach allows the contractor to tie the disturbed areas into their surrounds more 
effectively and provides the freedom to properly grade all features, guaranteeing the success of  the project 
in regards to safety, drainage, and overall appearance.  This approach is more cost-effective in the long run.  
Mobilization costs, grow-in costs, and repair work are kept at an absolute minimum.  By completing work in 
one defined area, there is no chance of  damage from future construction activities.  The disadvantage to the 
vertical approach is that a defined area is shut down for a period of  time without any access for golf.  

RECOMMENDED RENOVATION OPTION

Based upon the findings included within this Long Range Business Plan Report, Richard Mandell Golf  
Architecture recommends a horizontal approach to renovations at Myers Park Country Club.  Richard Mandell 
Golf  Architecture’s recommendation for immediate renovations to Myers Park Country Club (immediate may 
be defined as the next 12 months) includes all sand bunkers, all tee complexes prioritized as Immediate, Tree 
Management Plan, Landscape Plan for golf  course and clubhouse area, irrigation operating system upgrades, 
re-shaping of  eighteenth fairway, driving range tee and green, and other items as outlined below.

Our recommendations are based upon the fact that the club has no outstanding major functional problems 
with their golf  course features other than the sand bunkers, which require immediate renovation.  Although the 
Club’s Donald Ross features are not accurate to his original drawings, the features do have a Ross appearance 
to them and do not affect everyday play as a result of  the inaccuracy.  

Following is a preliminary cost estimate: 

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total

Layout/Staking  $            2,000.00 19.00  $        38,000.00 

Strip Existing Bermuda  $            3,000.00 18.02  $        54,060.00 

Selective Clearing (By Tree)  $               245.00 61.00  $        14,945.00 

Erosion Control  (LS)  $          50,000.00 1.00  $        50,000.00 

6" Onsite Topsoil - Strip, Stockpile, Return (CY)  $                   4.50 780.00  $          3,510.00 

Bulk Earthwork (CY)  $                   2.20 6,700.00  $        14,740.00 

Bulk Earthwork - Rock (CY)  $                 15.00 3,500.00  $        52,500.00 

Tee Complex Shaping (SF)  $                   0.46 47,642.00  $        21,915.32 

Practice Tee 4" Perforated pipe w/gravel (LF)  $                   7.10 1,330.00  $          9,443.00 

Bridges (LF)  $               360.00 60.00  $        21,600.00 

Tee Construction (SF)  $                   0.31 47,642.00  $        14,769.02 

Greens Construction (SF)  $                   4.50 3,495.00  $        15,727.50 

Fairway Shaping (AC)  $            2,230.00 3.10  $          6,913.00 

Bunker Removal (SF)  $                   1.18 65,014.00  $        76,716.52 

Bunker Shaping (SF)  $                   1.45 55,424.00  $        80,364.80 

Better Billy Bunker Construction (SF)  $                   1.50 55,424.00  $        83,136.00 

Greens Complex Shaping (SF)  $                   0.15 3,495.00  $             524.25 

Removal of  8' Cart Path (Offsite LF)  $                 10.70 730.00  $          7,811.00 

8' Concrete Cart Path Const. (LF)  $                 24.00 850.00  $        20,400.00 

Seedbed Prep (AC)  $            1,215.00 16.92  $        20,557.80 

Sod areas  $                   0.35 315,272  $      110,345.20 

Bermuda Sprigging  $                   0.15 261,360.00  $        39,204.00 
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No Mow Zones  $            3,200.00 15.28  $        48,896.00 

Landscape Plan  $          15,000.00 1.00  $        15,000.00 

Tree Management Plan  $          15,000.00 1.00  $        15,000.00 

Irrigation Software Upgrade  $            7,000.00 1.00  $          7,000.00 

Irrigation Improvements (Disturbed Head)  $               750.00 255.00  $      191,250.00 

 $   1,034,328.41 

Mobilization (LS) 5%  $          51,716.42 1.00  $        51,716.42 

Design Fees  $          75,000.00 1.00  $        75,000.00 

TOTAL  $    1,161,044.83 

ALTERNATIVE RENOVATION OPTIONS

ALTERNATIVE A: 
Add Remaining Tee Complexes, Irrigation Head Upgrades

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total

Layout/Staking  $            2,000.00 19.00  $        38,000.00 

Strip Existing Bermuda  $            3,000.00 37.06  $      111,180.00 

Selective Clearing (By Tree)  $               245.00 61.00  $        14,945.00 

Erosion Control  (LS)  $          60,000.00 1.00  $        60,000.00 

6" Onsite Topsoil - Strip, Stockpile, Return (CY)  $                   4.50 780.00  $          3,510.00 

Bulk Earthwork (CY)  $                   2.20 6,700.00  $        14,740.00 

Bulk Earthwork - Rock (CY)  $                 15.00 3,500.00  $        52,500.00 

Tee Complex Shaping (SF)  $                   0.46 185,906.00  $        85,516.76 

Practice Tee 4" Perforated pipe w/gravel (LF)  $                   7.10 1,330.00  $          9,443.00 

Bridges (LF)  $               360.00 60.00  $        21,600.00 

Tee Construction (SF)  $                   0.31 185,886.00  $        57,624.66 

Greens Construction (SF)  $                   4.50 3,495.00  $        15,727.50 

Fairway Shaping (AC)  $            2,230.00 3.10  $          6,913.00 

Bunker Removal (SF)  $                   1.18 65,014.00  $        76,716.52 

Bunker Shaping (SF)  $                   1.45 55,424.00  $        80,364.80 

Better Billy Bunker Construction (SF)  $                   1.50 55,424.00  $        83,136.00 

Greens Complex Shaping (SF)  $                   0.15 3,495.00  $             524.25 

Removal of  8' Cart Path (Offsite LF)  $                 10.70 730.00  $          7,811.00 

8' Concrete Cart Path Const. (LF)  $                 24.00 850.00  $        20,400.00 

Seedbed Prep (AC)  $            1,215.00 35.96  $        43,691.40 

Sod areas  $                   0.35 868,328  $      303,914.80 

Bermuda Sprigging  $                   0.15 399,422.00  $        59,913.30 

No Mow Zones  $            3,200.00 15.28  $        48,896.00 

Landscape Plan  $          15,000.00 1.00  $        15,000.00 

Tree Management Plan  $          15,000.00 1.00  $        15,000.00 

Irrigation Software Upgrade  $            7,000.00 1.00  $          7,000.00 

Irrigation Improvements (Replaced Head)  $               350.00 815.00  $      285,250.00 

Irrigation Improvements (Disturbed Head)  $               750.00 445.00  $      333,750.00 

 $   1,873,067.99 

Mobilization (LS) 5%  $          93,653.40 1.00  $        93,653.40 

Design Fees  $        130,000.00 1.00  $      130,000.00 

TOTAL  $   2,096,721.39 

ALTERNATIVE B: 
Greens Complexes Only

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total

Layout/Staking  $            2,021.05 18.00  $        36,378.90 
Strip Existing Bermuda  $            3,000.00 13.62  $        40,860.00 
Erosion Control  (LS)  $          30,000.00 1.00  $        30,000.00 
Greens Construction (SF)  $                   4.50 110,602.00  $      497,709.00 
Bunker Removal (SF)  $                   1.18 40,686.00  $        48,009.48 
Bunker Shaping (SF)  $                   1.45 37,178.00  $        53,908.10 
Better Billy Bunker Construction (SF)  $                   1.50 37,178.00  $        55,767.00 
Greens Complex Shaping (SF)  $                   0.15 110,602.00  $        16,590.30 
Seedbed Prep (AC)  $            1,215.00 13.62  $        16,548.30 
Sod rough areas  $                   0.35 304,854  $      106,698.90 
Green Sprigging Champion Bermuda  $                   0.15 110,602.00  $        16,590.30 
Bermuda Sprigging  $                   0.15 288,433.00  $        43,264.95 
Irrigation Improvements (Disturbed Head)  $               750.00 240.00  $      180,000.00 

 $    1,142,325.23 

Mobilization (LS) 5%  $          57,116.26 1.00  $        57,116.26 
Design Fees  $          90,000.00 1.00  $        90,000.00 

TOTAL  $    1,289,441.49 
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ALTERNATIVE C: 
Entire Project

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total

Layout/Staking  $            2,021.05 20.00  $        40,421.00 
Strip Existing Bermuda  $            3,000.00 46.25  $      138,750.00 
Clearing & Grubbing (AC)  $            2,650.00 1.00  $          2,650.00 
Selective Clearing (By Tree)  $               245.00 61.00  $        14,945.00 
Building Demolition  $          15,000.00 2.00  $        30,000.00 
Erosion Control  (LS)  $          75,000.00 1.00  $        75,000.00 
6" Onsite Topsoil - Strip, Stockpile, Return (CY)  $                   4.50 1,560.00  $          7,020.00 
Bulk Earthwork (CY)  $                   2.20 7,000.00  $        15,400.00 
Bulk Earthwork - Rock (CY)  $                 15.00 7,000.00  $      105,000.00 
Tee Complex Shaping (SF)  $                   0.46 185,906.00  $        85,516.76 
Practice Tee 4" Perforated pipe w/gravel (LF)  $                   7.10 1,330.00  $          9,443.00 
Bridges (LF)  $               360.00 130.00  $        46,800.00 
Tee Construction (SF)  $                   0.31 185,906.00  $        57,630.86 
Greens Construction (SF)  $                   4.50 119,440.00  $      537,480.00 
Fairway Shaping (AC)  $            2,230.00 7.00  $        15,610.00 
Bunker Removal (SF)  $                   1.18 65,014.00  $        76,716.52 
Bunker Shaping (SF)  $                   1.45 55,424.00  $        80,364.80 
Better Billy Bunker Construction (SF)  $                   1.50 55,424.00  $        83,136.00 
Greens Complex Shaping (SF)  $                   0.15 119,440.00  $        17,916.00 
Removal of  8' Cart Path (Offsite LF)  $                 10.70 5793.00  $        61,985.10 
Removal of  14' Cart Path (Offsite LF)  $                 18.70 650.00  $        12,155.00 
8' Concrete Cart Path Const. (LF)  $                 24.00 5,687.00  $      136,488.00 
14' Concrete Cart Path Const. (LF)  $                 42.00 649.00  $        27,258.00 
Concrete Cart Path Turn-Arounds (SF)  $                   3.00 460.00  $          1,380.00 
Install Concrete Curbing  $                   6.00 1,990.00  $        11,940.00 
Seedbed Prep (AC)  $            1,215.00 45.63  $        55,440.45 
Sod rough areas  $                   0.35 1,221,584  $      427,554.40 
Green Sprigging Champion Bermuda  $                   0.15 119,440.00  $        17,916.00 
Bermuda Sprigging  $                   0.15 853,340.40  $      128,001.06 
No Mow Zones  $            3,200.00 15.28  $        48,896.00 
Landscape Plan  $          15,000.00 1.00  $        15,000.00 
Tree Management Plan  $          15,000.00 1.00  $        15,000.00 
Irrigation Software Upgrade  $            7,000.00 1.00  $          7,000.00 
Irrigation Improvements (Replaced Head)  $               350.00 600.00  $      210,000.00 
Irrigation Improvements (Disturbed Head)  $               750.00 660.00  $      495,000.00 

 $    3,131,813.95 

Mobilization (LS) 5%  $        156,590.70 1.00  $      156,590.70 
Design Fees  $        200,000.00 1.00  $      200,000.00 

TOTAL  $   3,488,404.65 

ALTERNATIVE D: 
Bunkers (All) Only

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total

Layout/Staking  $            2,000.00 19.00  $             38,000.00 
Strip Existing Bermuda  $            3,000.00 5.97  $             17,910.19 
Selective Clearing (By Tree)  $               245.00 61.00  $             14,945.00 
Erosion Control  (LS)  $          40,000.00 1.00  $             40,000.00 
Bunker Removal (SF)  $                   1.18 65,014.00  $             76,716.52 
Bunker Shaping (SF)  $                   1.45 52,590.00  $             76,255.50 
Better Billy Bunker Construction (SF)  $                   1.50 52,590.00  $             78,885.00 
Seedbed Prep (AC)  $            1,215.00 5.50  $               6,682.50 
Sod areas  $                   0.35 239,580  $             83,853.00 
Irrigation Improvements (Disturbed Head)  $               750.00 180.00  $           135,000.00 

 $           568,247.71 

Mobilization (LS) 5%  $          28,412.39 1.00  $             28,412.39 
Design Fees  $          45,000.00 1.00  $             45,000.00 

TOTAL  $           641,660.10 
 

ALTERNATIVE E: 
Fairway Bunkers Only

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total

Layout/Staking  $            2,000.00 19.00  $             38,000.00 
Strip Existing Bermuda  $            3,000.00 2.58  $               7,746.83 
Selective Clearing (By Tree)  $               245.00 61.00  $             14,945.00 
Erosion Control  (LS)  $          30,000.00 1.00  $             30,000.00 
Bunker Removal (SF)  $                   1.18 28,121.00  $             33,182.78 
Bunker Shaping (SF)  $                   1.45 21,251.00  $             30,813.95 
Better Billy Bunker Construction (SF)  $                   1.50 21,251.00  $             31,876.50 
Seedbed Prep (AC)  $            1,215.00 2.42  $               2,940.30 
Sod areas  $                   0.35 105,415  $             36,895.25 
Irrigation Improvements (Disturbed Head)  $               750.00 85.00  $             63,750.00 

 $           290,150.61 

Mobilization (LS) 5%  $          14,507.53 1.00  $             14,507.53 
Design Fees  $          24,000.00 1.00  $             24,000.00 

TOTAL  $           328,658.14 
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ALTERNATIVE F: 
Green-Side Bunkers Only

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total

Layout/Staking  $            2,000.00 19.00  $             38,000.00 
Strip Existing Bermuda  $            3,000.00 2.67  $               8,024.79 
Selective Clearing (By Tree)  $               245.00 61.00  $             14,945.00 
Erosion Control  (LS)  $          30,000.00 1.00  $             30,000.00 
Bunker Removal (SF)  $                   1.18 38,840.00  $             45,831.20 
Bunker Shaping (SF)  $                   1.45 36,615.00  $             53,091.75 
Better Billy Bunker Construction (SF)  $                   1.50 36,615.00  $             54,922.50 
Seedbed Prep (AC)  $            1,215.00 2.42  $               2,940.30 
Sod areas  $                   0.35 113,256  $             39,639.60 
Irrigation Improvements (Disturbed Head)  $               750.00 95.00  $             71,250.00 

 $           358,645.14 

Mobilization (LS) 5%  $          17,932.26 1.00  $             17,932.26 
Design Fees  $          28,000.00 1.00  $             28,000.00 

TOTAL  $           404,577.40 

ADDENDUM 1:  Hole #18 Fairway

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total

Layout/Staking  $            2,021.05 1.00  $          2,021.05 
Strip Existing Bermuda  $            3,000.00 3.10  $          9,300.00 
Erosion Control  (LS)  $          15,000.00 1.00  $        15,000.00 
6" Onsite Topsoil - Strip, Stockpile, Return (CY)  $                   4.50 780.00  $          3,510.00 
Bulk Earthwork (CY)  $                   2.20 5,000.00  $        11,000.00 
Bulk Earthwork - Rock (CY)  $                 15.00 2,000.00  $        30,000.00 
Bridges (LF)  $               360.00 60.00  $        21,600.00 
Fairway Shaping (AC)  $            2,230.00 3.00  $          6,690.00 
Bunker Shaping (SF)  $                   1.45 2,834.00  $          4,109.30 
Better Billy Bunker Construction (SF)  $                   1.50 2,834.00  $          4,251.00 
Removal of  8' Cart Path (Offsite LF)  $                 10.70 730.00  $          7,811.00 
8' Concrete Cart Path Const. (LF)  $                 24.00 850.00  $        20,400.00 
Seedbed Prep (AC)  $            1,215.00 2.95  $          3,584.25 
Sod rough areas  $                   0.35 6,376  $          2,231.60 
Bermuda Sprigging  $                   0.15 125,826.00  $        18,873.90 
Irrigation Improvements (Disturbed Head)  $               750.00 40.00  $        30,000.00 

 $       190,382.10 

Mobilization (LS) 5%  $            9,519.11 1.00  $          9,519.11 
Design Fees  $            7,500.00 1.00  $          7,500.00 

TOTAL  $       207,401.21 

ADDENDUM 2:  Driving Range Project

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total

Layout/Staking  $            2,021.05 1.00  $          2,021.05 
Strip Existing Bermuda  $            3,000.00 6.50  $        19,500.00 
Erosion Control  (LS)  $          15,000.00 1.00  $        15,000.00 
Bulk Earthwork (CY)  $                   2.20 3,200.00  $          7,040.00 
Tee Complex Shaping (SF)  $                   0.46 43,331.00  $        19,932.26 
Practice Tee 4" Perforated pipe w/gravel (LF)  $                   7.10 1,330.00  $          9,443.00 
Tee Construction (SF)  $                   0.31 43,331.00  $        13,432.61 
Greens Construction (SF)  $                   4.50 3,495.00  $        15,727.50 
Bunker Removal (SF)  $                   1.18 461.00  $             543.98 
Bunker Shaping (SF)  $                   1.45 565.00  $             819.25 
Better Billy Bunker Construction (SF)  $                   1.50 565.00  $             847.50 
Greens Complex Shaping (SF)  $                   0.15 3,495.00  $             524.25 
Seedbed Prep (AC)  $            1,215.00 3.78  $          4,592.70 
Sod rough areas  $                   0.35 80,685  $        43,405.60 
Green Sprigging Champion Bermuda  $                   0.15 3,495.00  $             524.25 
Bermuda Sprigging  $                   0.15 0.00  $                0.00 
Irrigation Improvements (Disturbed Head)  $               750.00 30.00  $        22,500.00 

 $       177,251.95 

Mobilization (LS) 5%  $            8,359.39 1.00  $          8,862.60 
Design Fees  $          15,000.00 1.00  $        15,000.00 

TOTAL  $       201,114.55 
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ADDENDUM 3:  Replace All Bridges

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total

Bridges (LF)  $               360.00 542.00  $      195,120.00 

 $       195,120.00 

Mobilization (LS) 5%  $            9,756.00 1.00  $          9,756.00 
Design Fees  $            2,500.00 1.00  $          2,500.00 

TOTAL  $      207,376.00 

ADDENDUM 4:  Hole #5

Item Unit Cost Quantity Total

Layout/Staking  $            2,021.05 1.00  $          2,021.05 
Strip Existing Bermuda  $            3,000.00 1.56  $          4,680.00 
Selective Clearing (By Tree)  $               245.00 6.00  $          1,470.00 
Erosion Control  (LS)  $          15,000.00 1.00  $        15,000.00 
Tee Complex Shaping (SF)  $                   0.46 6,614.00  $          3,042.44 
Tee Construction (SF)  $                   0.31 6,614.00  $          2,050.34 
Greens Construction (SF)  $                   4.50 6,867.00  $        30,901.50 
Fairway Shaping (AC)  $            2,230.00 0.60  $          1,338.00 
Bunker Removal (SF)  $                   1.18 1,729.00  $          2,040.22 
Bunker Shaping (SF)  $                   1.45 1,850.00  $          2,682.50 
Better Billy Bunker Construction (SF)  $                   1.50 1,850.00  $          2,775.00 
Greens Complex Shaping (SF)  $                   0.15 6,867.00  $          1,030.05 
Seedbed Prep (AC)  $            1,215.00 1.26  $          1,530.90 
Sod rough areas  $                   0.35 55,086  $        19,280.10 
Green Sprigging Champion Bermuda  $                   0.15 6,867.00  $          1,030.05 
No Mow Zones  $            3,200.00 0.76  $          2,432.00 
Irrigation Improvements (Disturbed Head)  $               750.00 20.00  $        15,000.00 

 $       108,304.15 

Mobilization (LS) 5%  $            5,415.21 1.00  $          5,415.21 
Design Fees  $            7,500.00 1.00  $          7,500.00 

TOTAL  $       121,219.36 

RENOVATION OPTIONS SUMMARY

1. Recommended Project:               $   1,161,00.00
 2. Alternative A (Add Remaining Tee Complexes, Irrigation Head Upgrades):  $ 2,096,700.00
 3. Alternative B (Greens Complexes Only):           $ 1,289,400.00
 4. Alternative C (Entire Project):              $ 3,488,400.00
 5. Alternative D (Bunkers Only):              $    641,650.00
 6. Alternative E (Fairway Bunkers Only):            $    328,650.00
 7. Alternative F (Greenside Bunkers Only):           $    404,600.00
 8. Addendum 1 (Hole #18 Fairway):             $    207,400.00
 9. Addendum 2 (Driving Range Project):            $    201,100.00
 10. Addendum 3 (Replace All Bridges):            $    207,400.00
 11. Addendum 4 (Hole #5):               $    121,200.00
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MYERS PARk COUNTRY ClUB EIgHT YEAR PlAN

The following yearly plan for Myers Park Country Club is based upon the preceding renovation options 
and alternatives. The plan’s task schedule takes into consideration each IM, MT, and LT task as outlined 
throughout the report.  Some tasks are paired with other tasks to maximize efficiencies or minimize impacts 
to the club on a year to year basis.  The plan includes all possible tasks outlined in the report, which includes 
tasks that, if  undertaken, would eliminate the need to perform similar alternative tasks (for example, greens 
re-grassing versus complete greens re-construction) in a later year.

This eight year plan is not intended for specific years nor is it limited to an eight-year window.  Instead, the 
plan should be looked at as groups of  tasks to be done within calendar years for planning and budgeting 
purposes. This plan can be tailored to the Club’s long-term financial requirements as needed and can be 
adjusted to cover a longer or shorter number of  years based on those long-term requirements for Myers Park 
Country Club.

Year 1 Quantity  Unit Cost  Total 

Remove all pinestraw mulch from golf  course and begin 
practice of  defined edging and raking of  exposed ground 
in these areas (IM).

1.00  $                   -    $                           -   

Widen all fairways to re-capture Ross scale and connect 
to landforms and hazards as well as re-introduce strategic 
options from different angles of  each hole. (IM).

18.00  $                   -    $                           -   

Introduce short game areas around greens mowed at 
fairway heights (IM). 18.00  $                   -    $                           -   

Develop an overall landscape plan (and plant palette) for 
the golf  course that includes large-scale planted areas 
(IM).

1.00  $         15,000.00  $                15,000.00 

Develop a Tree Management Plan for the entire golf  
course to address relative health and age of  trees as well 
as introduce additional trees for strategic and aesthetic 
purposes (not to increase difficulty of  the golf  course 
(IM)).

1.00  $         15,000.00  $                15,000.00 

DR/PA - Re-align and enlarge driving range practice tee.  
Raise tee box with material from driving range fairway 
(IM).

1.00  $       187,000.00  $               187,000.00 

DR/PA - Build new practice green between new pro 
shop and practice tee (IM). 1.00  $         37,300.00 $                37,300.00 

#1 - Re-locate pin placement location sign to be more 
visible for carts and walkers (IM). 1.00  $                   -   $                           -   

#7 - Remove two trees at back right of  green (IM). 2.00  $             500.00  $                  1,000.00 
#8 - Add tree screening around dump area (IM). 1.00  $          2,500.00  $                  2,500.00 
#8 - Move entrance to dump area to opposite side to 
conceal it from oncoming golfers.  Add base of  crusher 
run in dump area as well as storage bins (IM).

1.00  $      11,036.00  $                11,036.00 

#9 - Add landscaping/wildflowers right of  cart path 
from eight green to the tees (IM). 1.00  $          2,500.00  $                  2,500.00 

#10 - Remove two trees to the right of  the creek elbow 
in front of  the tees (IM). 2.00  $             500.00  $                  1,000.00 

#10 - Cut down pines and expand fairway to right of  the 
right fairway bunker in order to provide the option of  
bouncing a tee shot off  the hillside to gain an advantage 
(IM).

3.00  $             500.00  $                  1,500.00 

#10 - Remove trees between fairway and cart path (IM). 5.00  $             500.00  $                  2,500.00 
#11 - Cut down tree to the right of  the green (IM). 1.00  $             500.00  $                     500.00 
#13 - Thin trees along right side of  fairway to improve 
turf  growing conditions (IM). 0.20  $          4,000.00  $                     800.00 

 Sub-Total  $              277,636.00 
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Year 2 Quantity  Unit Cost  Total 

Upgrade SitePro irrigation operating software with Lynx 
system (IM). 1.00  $          7,000.00  $                7,000.00 

Install chemical clean-up facilities at existing maintenance 
facility (IM). 1.00  $         10,000.00  $              10,000.00 

Complete Sand Bunker Renovation Project 1.00  $       725,660.00  $             725,660.00 
Install warm-season no-mow zone plantings to replace 
existing native areas behind #3 tees and between holes 4, 5, 
and 6 (IM).

2.46  $          7,800.00  $              19,188.00 

*Convert existing bentgrass greens to ultradwarf  
bermudagrass (Champion variety) 1.00  $         76,600.00  $              76,600.00 

*Fumigate existing greens 1.00  $       110,100.00  $             110,100.00 
*Re-contour putting surfaces of  holes 4, 6, 12 1.00  $         99,200.00  $              99,200.00 
*New bermuda greens maintenance equipment - covers and 
grinders 1.00  $       100,000.00  $             100,000.00 

#1 - Remove tree at front right of  green and add catch 
basin in that area to improve drainage (IM). 1.00  $          1,500.00  $                1,500.00 

#2 - Install curb and gutter drainage along cart path to 
minimize runoff  from crossing the fairway (IM). 1.00  $         13,535.00  $              13,535.00 

#3 - Create a handicap-accessible path from behind two 
green to the tee boxes (IM). 1.00  $         15,120.00  $              15,120.00 

#3 - Landscape area around steps to tee and screen around 
pump house (IM). 1.00  $          5,000.00  $                5,000.00 

#3 - Screen Red tees from #8 back tees and replace grass 
with a groundcover under the trees (IM). 1.00  $          2,500.00  $                2,500.00 

#4 - Lengthen hole by adding new back tee and rebuild 
forward tees accordingly, including a new front tee (MT). 1.00  $         16,621.90  $              16,621.90 

#5 - Remove all trees between the creek and the golf  hole 
to make creek more of  a feature of  the hole (MT). 11.00  $             500.00  $                5,500.00 

#6 - Remove trees to the left of  the hole between landing 
areas to create options for second shot in conjunction with 
the fairway bunker to the left of  the second landing area 
(IM).

5.00  $             500.00  $                2,500.00 

#7 - Add more tee boxes farther left to create alternate tee 
shots (MT). 1.00  $         14,251.19  $              14,251.19 
#7 - Adapt original Ross green shape to the retaining 
wall and remove existing bunkers in rebuilding the green 
complex (IM)

1.00  $         40,739.94  $              40,739.94 

#8 - Remove two trees to the left of  the first landing 
area so fairway bunker is more accessible from the tees, 
challenging golfers to cut the corner more (IM).

2.00  $             500.00  $                1,000.00 

#8 - Add grass hollow at bottom of  fairway on tee side to 
help define bottom of  hill a bit more and give a target for 
lay-ups (IM).

1.00  $         13,692.08  $              13,692.08 

#9 - Add trees farther down the left side to protect number 
one tees (IM). 5.00  $             500.00  $                2,500.00 

#10 - Repair creek bank at 200 yard point (from green) (IM). 1.00  $          5,000.00  $                5,000.00 

#12 - Add internal drainage in front and to the right of  the 
green (IM). 1.00  $          8,604.00  $                8,604.00 

#12 - Eliminate three mounds to left of  green (IM). 1.00  $          3,748.01  $                3,748.01 

#13 - Eliminate mounds to the left of  the hole before the 
beginning of  the fairway (IM). 1.00  $          3,192.67  $                3,192.67 

#17 - Remove holly at base of  back tee box (IM). 1.00  $             500.00  $                   500.00 

#18 - Build new front tee along the right side on top of  the 
hill (IM). 1.00  $          3,410.30  $                3,410.30 

#18 - Re-shape fairway on tee side of  creek to be more 
receptive to tee shots hit straight down the middle.  This 
will be accomplished by cutting out the cross-slope before 
the landing area turning point and cutting the back side of  
the slope to be less severe (IM).  

1.00  $       149,850.00  $             149,850.00 

#18 - Bring cart path down the right side of  the golf  hole 
from tee to green and tie into path near practice green. 
Build new bridge crossing (IM).

1.00  $         59,800.00  $              59,800.00 

 Sub-Total  $          1,516,313.09 
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Year 3 Quantity  Unit Cost  Total 

Replace existing irrigation heads with Toro Infinity Heads 
(or equivalent) (MT). 1,230.00  $             350.00  $            430,500.00 

DR/PA - Enlarge practice green to take advantage of  
available space from old staging area and by moving cart path 
to the right side of  eighteen green.  Utilize corner of  green as 
a #10 championship tee for specific golf  events (MT).

1.00  $       114,921.10  $            114,921.10 

#1 - Build new front tee box (IM). 1.00  $          2,914.21  $               2,914.21 

#2 - Build new front tee boxes to the right of  the existing 
tees so tee shots can be played into the hillside rather than 
along the hillside (IM).

1.00  $          8,809.46  $               8,809.46 

#3 - Add path from irrigation pond on #8 to front tees 
(MT). 1.00  $          1,560.00  $               1,560.00 

#8 - Plant trees along left side to prevent golfers from 
playing down second fairway from the Black tees (IM). 3.00  $             500.00  $               1,500.00 

#10 - Bring cart path behind the back tee (MT). 1.00  $         15,522.50  $             15,522.50 
#11 - Install alternate path along fence line for maintenance 
traffic only (MT). 1.00  $         23,160.00  $             23,160.00 

#12 - Re-build tee complex to improve tee shot distance 
equity for all talent levels (MT). 1.00  $         20,170.74  $             20,170.74 

#14 - Add a new front tee (MT). 1.00  $          2,495.38  $               2,495.38 
#16 - Build two new front tee boxes to provide more 
golfers the challenge to cut the corner over the cross-
bunkers (IM).

1.00  $          4,981.73  $               4,981.73 

#17 – Build new front tee to improve Tee Shot Distance 
Equity (IM). 1.00  $          2,495.38  $               2,495.38 

 Sub-Total  $           629,030.48 

Year 4 Quantity  Unit Cost  Total 

#3 - Re-shape new tee complex (LT). 1.00  $         23,029.05  $             23,029.05 

#6 - Re-build all new tee boxes to the right side (IM). 1.00  $         21,982.76  $             21,982.76 

#6 - Re-route cart path down the right side of  the hole to 
avoid interfering with the seventh hole tees (MT). 1.00  $         62,696.50  $             62,696.50 

#8 - Build new front tee box (MT). 1.00 $          2,914.75  $               2,914.75 

#9 - Re-route the cart path behind all the tee boxes (MT). 1.00  $         10,207.60  $             10,207.60 

#9 - Add two front tees on left side to give golfers the 
challenge to cut the corner (MT). 1.00  $          2,146.37  $               2,146.37 

#11 - Add back tee (MT). 1.00  $          7,749.04  $               7,749.04 
#11 - Raise front tee (MT). 1.00  $          7,749.04  $               7,749.04 
#13 - Replace wood fence along right side with green fence. 
Add green fence behind green (IM). 1.00  $          4,302.00  $               4,302.00 

#15 - Expand back tee for more tee space and create tee 
shot distance equity (MT). 1.00  $          9,039.12  $               9,039.12 

#15 - Re-align front tee box with center point of  the green (IM). 1.00  $          1,848.65  $               1,848.65 

#16 - Re-landscape around the halfway house (IM). 1.00  $         15,000.00  $             15,000.00 

 Sub-Total  $              168,664.87 

Year 5 Quantity  Unit Cost  Total 

Re-build all bridges to be of  a consistent appearance (MT). 1.00  $       191,520.00  $            191,520.00 
Upgrade maintenance facility (MT). 1.00  $       500,000.00  $            500,000.00 

 Sub-Total  $           691,520.00 
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Year 6 Quantity  Unit Cost  Total 

#5 - Move tees closer to creek.  Keep at same elevation to 
promote uphill tee shot (LT). 1.00  $         17,678.46  $             17,678.46 

#5 - Widen creek for drainage purposes and create small 
pool at head of  the creek to help prevent flooding of  
runoff  coming onto the property at this location (LT).

1.00  $         10,000.00  $             10,000.00 

#5 - Move green to the edge of  the creek at a lower 
elevation to improve visibility of  the putting surface from 
tees and utilize the creek as a hazard (LT).

1.00  $       114,300.00  $            114,300.00 

#13 - Build new back tee to lengthen hole (MT). 1.00  $          8,667.69  $               8,667.69 

#13 - Eliminate cart path to the left of  the middle tee box 
(MT). 1.00  $          9,303.69  $               9,303.69 

#16 – Build new White and Blue tees. 1.00  $          8,951.23  $               8,951.23 

MG – Build new short game area in old cart barn location (MT). 1.00  $       540,586.66  $            540,586.66 

 Sub-Total  $           709,487.73 

Year 7 Quantity  Unit Cost  Total 

#17 - Bring cart path down entire left side of  fairway and 
behind green. (LT). 1.00  $         52,265.07  $             52,265.07 

#17 - Cut down hill between tees and fairway to improve 
visibility.  Build remaining new tees (LT). 1.00  $         60,185.99  $             60,185.99 

*Complete Greens Renovation Project 1.00  $    1,311,500.00  $         1,311,500.00 

 Sub-Total  $         1,423,951.06 

Year 8 Quantity  Unit Cost  Total 

Widen remaining concrete cart paths to eight feet wide (LT). 1.00  $       515,016.00  $         515,016.00 

 Sub-Total  $         515,016.00 

SUMMARY

Year 1  $              277,636.00 
Year 2  $            1,516,313.09 
Year 3  $              629,030.48 
Year 4  $              168,664.87 
Year 5  $              691,520.00 
Year 6  $              709,487.73 
Year 7  $            1,423,951.06 
Year 8  $               515,016.00 
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